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COMBINED ANNUAL REPORT OF COUNTY EXTENSION WORKERS 
This report form is for use by county extension agents in making a combined statistical report on 
all extension work done in the county during the year. .Agents resigning during the year should make 
out this report before quitting the service. 
State __ S .D.u...t:6 ____ ~ _d.t_t11_)_, ____ 4 ____________ _ County _____ ______ HO_,.. _r _}-------------------------
REPORT OF 
_L _ _ -~-t~-~- _1________ J9_~~d. _____________ _ 
(Name) Home Demonstration Agent. 
From ~-~ -·-'+-19.!J'-. to ts;.,_b ___ J ______ , /94_1 
t-i-<..L~_uL _______ __ ±_u_~-~ }--------------------
Assistant Home Demonstration Agent. 
From J:~,.J ___________ to J'J~. ____ L _____ , /94_1 
From __ ____________________ lo ---------------------, 194 __ _ 
4-H Club Agent. :Do_ , ___ A . ____ l _ ~ -h - :t:_.o __ )t ________________ _ From _ ___ ~L---~'I..J.... lo -~ -'- /2 ____ , /94_')_ 
Assistant Co!ty Agent in charge of Club Work. __ u . __ __ D i_. ______ C)h_ '11 -~ r n _______________ _ From -~ .L---~\Jt-lo lo --~ - _fJ. ___ , /94 _ _1 
Agricultural Agent. 
From ___ ____ _____________ __ to ---------------------, /94 __ _ 
Assistant Agricultural Agent. 
READ SUGGESTIONS, PAGES 2 AND 16 
Approved: 
Date _________________________ ---------_ ----· _______________ _ 
l&-280U-S State Extension Director. 
2 
SUGGESTIONS RELATIVE TO THE PREPARATION OF• THE COUNTY EXTENSION 
AGENT'S ANNUAL REPORT 
Sb: good reasons may be listed as to why an extension worker should prepare a comprehensive annual report. 
1. The annual report is an accounting to the taxpaying public of what the extension worker has accomplished during the 
year. 
2. It is a record of the year's work put into shape for ready reference in later years by the extension worker himself, or by 
his successors. 
3. The annual report affords the extension worker opportunity to place his activities and accomplishments before superior 
officers, who form judgment as to which workers are deserving of promotion or best qualified to fill responsible posi-
tions when vacancies occur. 
4. The inventory of the past year's efforts and accomplishments enables the extension worker to plan more effectively for 
the coming year. 
5. An accurate report of his work is a duty every scientific worker owes to the other members of his profession. 
6. Annual reports are required by Federal law. 
From four to six copies of the annual report should be made, depending upon the number required by the State office: 
One copy for the county officials, one copy for the agent's files, one or more copies for the State extension office, and one 
copy for the Extension Service, United States Department of Agriculture. The report to the Washington office should 
be sent through the State extension office. 
NARRA'l'IVE SUMMARY 
A separate narrative report is desired from the leader of each line of work, such as county agricultural agent, home demon-
stration agent, boys' and girls' club agent, and Neo-ro agent. Where an assistant agent has been employed during a 
part or all of the year, the report of his or her work should be included with the report of the leader of that line of work. 
Where an agent in charge of a line of work has quit the service during the year, the information contained in his or her 
report should be incorporated in the annual report of the agent on duty at the close of the report year, and the latter 
report so marked. 
The narrative report should summarize and interpret under appropriate subheadings the outstanding results accomplished 
in helping rural people to solve their current probleIDS and to make adjustments to changing economic and social 
conditions. 
A good narrative report should enable the reader to obtain a comprehensive picture of-
1. What was attempted-the program as outlined at the beginning of the year. 
2. How the work was carried on-the teaching methods employed. 
3. The cooperation obtained from other extension workers, rural people, commercial interests, and other public 
agencies. 
4. Definite accomplishments, supported by objective evidence. 
5. Significance of the year's progress and accomplishments in terms of better agriculture, better homemaking, 
improved boys and girls, better rural living, etc. 
6. How next year's work can be strengthened and improved in light of the current year's experience. 
The following suggestions are for those agents who wish to prepare a better annual report than the one submitted last 
year: 
1. Read the definitions of extension terms on the last page of this schedule. 
2. Read last year's annual report again, applying the criteria for a good annual report discussed above. 
3. Prepare an outline with main headings and subheadings. 
4. Go over the information and data assembled from various office sources. 
5. Decide upon a few outstanding pieces of work to receive major emphasis. 
6. Employ a newspaper style of writing, placing the more important information first. 
7. Observe accepted principles of English composition. , 
8. Include only a few photographs, news articles, circular letters, or other exhibits to illustrate successful teaching 
methods. Do not make the annual report a scrapbook. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
Where two or more agents are employed in a county they should submit a single statistical report showing the combined 
activities and accomplishments of all county extension agents employed in the county during the year. Negro men and 
women agents should prepare a combined statistical report separate from that of the white agents. 
Provision is made in the report form for each agent to report separately the teaching activities he or she conducts or partici-
pates in during the report year. County totals are the sum of the activities of all agents minus duplications where two 
or more agents engage in the same activity. For purposes of reporting, extension results or accomplishments are ex-
pressed in numbers of farmers or families assisted in making some improvement or definitely influenced to make a change. 
Such an improvement or change may be the outcome of any phase of the program for men, women, older rural youth, or 
4-H Club boys and girls. Only the improvement or change taking place during the current year as the result of extension 
e:ff ort should be reported. Census type of information on the status of farm and home practices should not be included. 
For use on the national level the statistical data on the year's extension activities and accomplishments must be ex• 
pressed in somewhat broad and general terms. Each State extension service mair desire to include in a statistical supple. 
ment additional information on problems and activities. peculiar to the State or sections of the State. 
16-28074-1 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES 




County total • 
(d) (a) 
1. Months of service this year (agents and assistants) ___________________________________________________________ /~--------------------------------· ---~-¥----- x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
2. Days devoted to work with adults •------------------------------------------------------------__ l.3._.:J.J ________ --------------~_.,j, __ Q__________ x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
3. Days devoted to work with 4-H Clubs and older youths _______________________________________________ J__(e:,_ _ ________________________________ -~-tJ __ :!J__________ x x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
: ~:~: : ;:~e3 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~  :~ ~: 1:::: :~~~~~:~:~:~~::::: :~t-!J:~ ~:~~: : : : : : : : : 
6. Number of farm or home visits made in conducting extension work •-----------------~-_',3._q _________ ------------L_S:_l__] _________ ---/-!'lS'-i-
7. Number of different farms or homes visited. ____________________________________________________________ ---~-l)__Q_ ________ ------------------------/-l--lJ--f.}-----_____ L.3 _ _a __ Cl _____ _ 
{
(1) Ofice __________________________________ 1__$:l_ ________ -------------/-0-E°._;u _______ ______ /_~_(J~_f ___ _ 
8. Number of cals relating to extension work__ _________________ (2) Telephone ____________________________ /__6 __ Q _____________________________________ g-_4_,1. __________________ <;J__J.l,. __ v_ __ 
9. Number of news articles or stories published '-----------------------------------------------------_________ 7-_l_ _______ -·-------·---------_ _/) _____________________ <2_J __ ~:;-
10. Number of buletins distributed. ______________________________________ ______________________________________ ,:J .. L.2_£:. ________________________________ /_y;_-f ~----------~--~-~o_ ___ ,7 
11. Number of radio talks broadcast or prepared for broadcasting __________________________________________________ _1. ______ ------·------_______________ l, _____ __ . ___________ }; ___ ( ___ _ 
(1) Adult work _______ { ( a~~~~!:
nd
ance of:---·--------------·--·---·------------------·----·----···· ___________ j_ __________ ------------------1----
(b) Men leaders _____________________ -----·----------------------------------------___________ j __________ ---------_____  
12. Training meetings held for local (c) Women leaders ________________ -------------------·-· -----------------------------·-----------------------·--------__ _ 
lead~ o, oommite~~-------(2) 4--~d Club :• l(•~=-~:.dano, .,-------____________ J_ _______ ------~ --------J ___ .,_ _______ ______________ _s: ____ o, 
13. Method demonstration meetings 
O 
er yout ----{~~ ~:!~:r_ ______________________________ S-~------·-----------________ l}Z: ______________ 3 f ~; __ 
held. (Do not include the meth- (1) Adult work _______ (b) Total atendance _______________ ---'¥---1---------------·-----1---0.-------________ m_L _____  
od demonstrations given at lead-(2) 4-H Club and {<a) Number _______________________________ 3__~-:_.f----------------· ________ (~_fo _______________ '/:,_'$__':/_ __ '!_ _  
er training meetings reported un- older youth.___ (b) Total atendance _______________ ,;2_~_.k, __ / ______________________________ --~Li-~----___ '/.!J,_t_.;:-__f__ __ 
der Question 12) ______________________ _ 
14. Number of adult result demonstrations conducted _____________________________________________________ ·-----------~---------·--·---·---------------------------------___________ Y-_ _________ _ 
{ 
(1) Number ________________________________________ J_ ________ ------------------------___________ { __________ _ 
15. Meetings held at such result demonstrations_________________ (2) Total atendance _______________ -----1-Y,.--·-· ______________________ ·----------------1 <./------
{
(I) Adult work _______ { ~; ~:t:b:tendance:~::_-_:::~~ .:~~~~::_: __ : _________ -·------·----------------··----------------__________ ::::::: 
16. Tours conducted_______________________ (2) 4-H Club and { (a) Number ·------------------------________________________ --------------------___________ / ______________________ / -----
older youth._ (b) Total atendance _______________ ----------------------------------------------___________ '=, _____________________ (e:, ________ 
{
(1) Adult work_ ______ {(a) Number ·---------------------------------------------------------------·----------------· ------------------------
(b) Total atendance _______________________________________ --------------------______________________________________________ . 
17. Achievement days held._ _ , _______ (2) 4-!de~l;:u:~J;~ ~=:tendance __________ ---------------------------------·--------~ ------------------------__________ :---:-:-::-
• Includes assistant county agent In charge or 4-H Olub work or who devotes practicaly ful time to club work. 
s County total should equal sum or preceding three columns minus duplications due to two or more agents participating in Sil.Ile activity or accomplishment. 
a The sum or questions 2 and 3 should equal the sum or questions 4 and 6. 
• Do not count a single visit to both the farm and home as two visits. 
• Do not count ltema relating to notices or meetings only. 
16-28074-1 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES-Continued 
Report only this year's activities that can be verllled Home demonstration agents 
(a) 




County total • 
(d) 
j 
(a) Number ___________ ____ __ __________________ / __________ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------ _____ __ __ _ 
(1) Farm women. _____ (b) Total members attending __ _____ ___ ___ :;L ____ ____ ____________________ ____ ------------------------ ------------~-------
18. Encampments held (report at tend-
(c) Total others attending _____________________________ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
ance for your county only)•-------- (2) 4-H Club and {~;~ ~::b::;~-~~~~~~~g_::::::: :::::::::::~.=:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::· :::::::Jf-;£::::::: :::::::::~::::::: 
older youth_____ (c) Total girls attending _______ _ --------~--£-----~ ------------------------ ------------------------ --------~~------
(d) Total others attending_____ _______________ _ _____ ------------------------ ------------------- ----- -------------~--------
19. Other meet i~g~ ofd~n bextension {(l) Adult work. _______ {((ab)) Number _____________ ________ __ __ ----
1
---,---l~---';;------ -------------------------~-;-~~~!-/-?---------- ----r=,:~-;::,----
nature part1c1pate m y county Total attendance ______________ ---- -- ---'°--½------ ------------------------ --"'l-rl-4---------- ---~--- ------"----
or State ext ension workers and (2) 4-H Club and (a) Number _______ _______ _______ __ _ ----------<'.!.---~------ ------------------------ ------------------------ _______________ ?, ______ _ 
not previously reported____________ older-youth. ____ (b) Total attendance. ___ ___ _______ -----------~--~--- ------------------------ ------------------------ _______ __ C?t.__ __-::_ __ _ 
20. Meetings held by local leaders or {( ) A {(a) Number _____ ______ ______________ ------------------------ ------------------------ --------- -------------- ------------------------. . 1 dult work. ______ _ 
committeemen not participatedin (b) Total attendance _______________________ ______________ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
beryscaonundtnyootr rSetpat
0
erteexdteenlsieownhweorrek __ -__ (2) 4-HoldeCr lyuobuth..an_d ___ { ((ab)) Number ___________ ____ ________ _ _____________________________________ ______________________________ ________________ ___ _________ _ 
Total attendance.._____________ ________ _________ _______ --- --------------------- -- ---------------------- ------------------------
t Includes assistant county agent in charge of 4-H Club work or who devotes practically full time to club work. 
• County total should equal sum of preceding three columns minus duplications due to two or more agents participating In same activity or accomplishment. 
• Does not include picnics, rallies, and short courses, which should be reported under question 19, 
SUMMARY OF EXTENSION INFLUENCE THIS YEAR 
It is highly desirable for extension workers to consider the proportion of farms and homes in the county that have been definitely influenced to make some sub-
stantial change in farm or home operations during the report year as a result of the extension work done with men, women, and youth. It is recognized that this 
information is very difficult for agents to report accurately, so a con11ervative estimate based upon such records, surveys, and other sources of information as are 
available will be satisfactory. 
21. Total number of farms in county (1945 census)------------------------·----------------------------·------------------------- ---------··--·-----·-------------------------_ 
22. Number of farms on which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the agricultural program __ ________________________________________________ _ 
-------4> 7_':/,_ ~ -------_ ______ 3 9 
23. Number of farms involved in preceding question which were reached this year for the first time __ __ __ ___ __ ______ ____ ______________ __________ ______________ _ ------------ __ / o ____ ____ _ 
24. Number of nonfarm families making changes in practices as a result of the agricultural program_ ________________________ ___ __ __ __________ ________________ _ _ ______________ £1) ________ _ 
25. Number of farm homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstration program.. ______________ __________ ______ _ 
26. Number of farm homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time ___________ __ _____________ __ ___ ______________________ _ 
_ ________ .a,. s: ----------
_ _______________ IO--------
27. Number of other homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from t he home demonstration program ___ __________ ___ ____________ ___ _ -·----------·(,lo. _________ _ 
28. Number of other homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time _____ ____________ _______ ____ _________ _____ ___________ _ _ ____________ "5_ 
29. Number of farm homes with 4-H Club members enrolled ______________ ________________ ___________ __ __________________________________ _________________________________ _ L o ______ _ 
30. Number of other homes with 4-H Club members enrolled ___ __ __ _____ ____________ ___________________________ ______ _____________ _______ __ _____ --------------------------
31. Total number of different farm families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 22, 25, and 29 minus duplications) __ _______ l_~ ~-~-------
32. Total number of different other families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 24, 27, and 30 minus duplications) ---------------9 Q _____ -
EXTENSION ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING 
33. County extension association or commit tee (includes agricultural councils, home demonlitration councils, and 4-H councils or similar advisory committees; also farm and 








the management or conduct of extension work)· 
(a) Over-all or generaL___ _ (1) Name __ 
(b) AgriculturaL____________ (1) 




(e) Older youth.. ____ ___ .______ (1) 
(2) No. of members._ .. _ ... . _ 
_ · · - . . - ···-- J (2) No. of members._. __ .. _._ 
(2) No. of members __ ... _ ..... 
(2) No. of members .. ·--·-·--
(2) No. of members .. ·-·····-
---·--·,,:; _.2 ··-······--
·--·--·~·9·--···--···-
.... _L 3 .. k .·---··-··-·· 
--···~-].3 ...... _ ... . 
Number of members of county extension program planning commit tees and subcommit t ees (include commodity and sr;cial-interest committees): 
(a) Agricultural-----·-·---o.b-- ·-··----· (b) Home demonstrat ion -·---J.r-.. --·····-·- (c) 4-H Club--··--·-·-·-·--~='--··· (d) Older youth ·-·····-···-·-Q·----······ 
Total number of communities in county. (Do not include number of neighborhoods.) ____________ ·--·------------·--------·--·--·---·----·--·--·--------- ·-------·-- __ :.Q.. ___ . ____ _ 
Number of communities in which the extension program has been planned cooperatively by extension agents and local committees ____ . __ ·--·--
Number of clubs or other groups organized to carry on adult home demonstration work·------······-··--·-·-·-·----·-·--·-·-··-·-··-·--·-----·-----·-·-··-
Number of members in such clubs or groups --------------·-------------------------·-----·------·----------·-·----··---··---·---·-·----·-·-··-···---·----· ------·--·---· 
(a) Number of 4-H Clubs. (See question 173.) (b) Number of groups (other than 4-H Club) organized for conduct of extension work with 
·--·-··--··-_:;2, . 0 ---------
---··-· ·-····--·-7-···--·-· 
----·---1. <I 0--- ----· 
older rural youth. (See question 185.)---------·---------------·--·---·-------------------------····----·---·--------·-···----------·----------------------------·-- x x x x x x x x x x 
Number of neighborhood and community leaders in the neighborhood-leader system --·······---·------·---·-···-· Men --··-LL_o. _____ ..... -- Women ....... -·~ - ··-····-
41 Number of different volunt ar{: local leaders, cimmit teemen, or neighborhood leaders actively engaged in forwarding the extension program. 
(a) Adult work .. __ .. __ (l) Men_ ... ____ . /)·--····- (b) 4-H Club and older youth work...·-··-···{ (l) l\Ien ···-····-·-·Lf-·-·- (3) Older club boys ···-··········-··-·· 
(2) Women--·--·----"------ (2) Women ·--··--·----···-· (4) Older club girls -·---··-·····-······· Cl1 
COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL PLANNING 
42. Name of the county agricultural planning (over-all planning) group, if any, sponsored by the Extension Servic~ -·- -~: . . . . -~-~·{i?_·~-~ · 1',-~ 
43. Number of members of such county agricultural planning group: {/ 
(a) Unpaid lay members: (1) Men --- ---··--·--·-···--·· ···-------····L - -····-···---· (2) Women····-···--···--······('!_..... (3) Youth--···---·--···--···--···-·-········-·-
(b) Paid representatives of public agencies or other agencies, or of organizat ions: (1) Men ···· ···--·---·····-·· -·--···-·-----· (2) Women-·····-···········-····-···---······-
44. Number of communities with agricultural planning committee (over-all planning) ------------------------------·-··-··--····-····-~·'!_·····-··-··--·-····-··-·········-······-·······-·-
45. Number of members of such community planning committees: (a) Men ---···-./-L.IJ. ... _._ (b) Women-·---··-·--·-~ ·· .. (c) Youth ----··--·-······--···········-·····-
46. Was a county committee report prepared and released during the year? (a) Yes----·····--·-·-···············-··-················-· (b) No---·-·--··-···-··-·-········-···-··-······-
Extension organization and County agricultural Toto.I I planning 1 planning 1 
00 ~ 00 
l(l) Home demonstration agent s_··-··-·--·-·----···---··--··-······-. . -······-·-' .. ---·······-···--· -··-···-·-·-··--··--··· ·-·· ---f _ 9 ·--···---·-·---47. Days devoted to line of work by- (:) ~~ Club agents·-·-··-··-·--··-·---·-·--------····--··--·········---···--·········-··-····-··· ···-···-···-·····- -·----··--··-···--·······-··-··-·-··-·---( ) gricul tural a gen ts·-····· ·· ___ -·--·-· .. ···-·· ... ·-· . . . . ---·-·--.. _ ·--... _ .. -·· ·-· .. <f----··-. ---· ....... -· __ ¥--·--·· ..... ·-·-····-· ~ ·-. ·-··-·. ·-·· .. ( 4) State extension workers.·-···-···---···········-··········----··· ·-··--····----··-········-·--· --····-··--·-···-····-···-···· -···-······-·-····-·······--·· 
48 N b f I · t· h Id. { (1) County ........ ·-···- ··----·--·--··----- ·-····-· ·-·-~··-····-·· ·-···-·----·· ··-··-·····-~-·-··--····-·· . um er o p annmg mee mgs e -····--·-·-·------··-------------------···· f 
(2) Community __ ··-- ··--··-----------·-· ····---···-····---·-·-···-··· ·---·········----··-···--····· 
49. Number of unpaid voluntary leaders or committeemen assisting this year ________ _ ________ ___ . -----------------------·----------··---·-·-·---------- ----··---·······-······· 
50. Days of assistance rendered by voluntary leaders or committeemen ___ ·--··-···-----·--··--·-·------·---·---------------·--------------__ ___ __ _ ----·····-····-·-····---·· 
1 Where extension program planning and county agricultural planning (over-all planning) have been completely merged Into a single program-planning activity only column (c) should be filled out Where extension 
pro~am planning Is the only planning activity, the entries In columns (a) and (c) will be /dentlcal. In all other caoos column (c) Is the sum of columns (a) and (b). ' • 1a-28074_. 
CROP PRODUCTION (other than for family food supply) 
























51. Days devoted to line of work by- _ 
(1) Home demonstration agents _________________________________________________ ·----------------------·-----------------------------·-·---__ fl_• t;-' -----------------· 
(2) 4-H Club agents________________ ~---------·----------------·---------·-------------------·-----------------·---·--------------·-----------·---------------------------· 
(3) Agricultural agents _______ ______ .:,._Q _____________ g ___________ } __________ ,._:S:JL ____ ·----h--0.---·---·-·-----./-?-'>.-----¥-r_ ______ r: ___ ·--!7.--. 
(4) State extension workers _____________________________________ ----·----------· ------·----·-· --------··--------·----------------------·----------·-------· -------·-----··--------·---· 
52, N~~twi! 0~~1f~fjt!:s ~;hich _ ·--------·--·-----·----------· -------·--________________ -------·--------__________________________________ s_ _________________________  
53. Number of voluntary local leaders or 
commiteemen assisting this year ___ ------·--·-----·----·--------·--------·----·· ----··--------·----------------------------------------------------------------·-------·-----------------
54 • ND111ber of !&rmera 11sisled !his ye&r in-
(1) Obtaining improved varie-
ties or strains of seed ______ -----------________________ ·------------· ·--·-----------·-------·-----· ,_ --·-----------________________ ·-·-·---------·-·-------------_______ · _______ _ 
(2) The use of lime ________________ ·---------------________ ________________________ ·----------·-----·---------------------·------------------·-----------·-----------------------------
~ ~ ~~:t;:~: ~;:~z:eases_: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :--- ::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::: 1 ::/ £ :: :::::::: :::::::: 
(5) Controlinginjuriousinsects. ________________ ----·---------------··-----·-------------·· ------·------· ---·-------·-------------·-------------· -·-------·-------------·-
(6) Controling noxious weeds . _______________________________ -----··-·---r ·--------·-----________________________________ -----·-·--------·--------------________________ ·----·------··-
(7) Controling rodents and 
other animals __________ ---··-------·---·-···-------·---·-·-·----·--·--· -··------------· -·----------------·--·--------------·--------·-------·-----·-----------··---·------------···-· 
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION (other than for family food supply) 
Poultry 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth Dairy catle Beef catle Sheep Swine Horses and (Including Other livestock• 
mules turkeys) 
oo oo oo oo oo m oo 
\ ~J L 
j
g~ ~;ec~::::ion agents_::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::: · :::::::: :::/b::: ::::::~:: 
55. Days devoted to line of work by-(3) Agricultural agents ______________________ ·--·-1f,-··--·--'I-~---·----·--____ /.:;2_Q ___ ·--·----·· --~_Q ______ ·----·----
(4) State extension workers ________________ --------------· ·-------·----··------------________________ ---·--· .. ··-------------_______________ _ 
56. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _______________________________ '. ·-----------·---·-------------· ________________ --------· ___ /_/:. _____ ----------------
57. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year _____ ----·--·--·--· ·--------------________________ ----·---·---··----·-------· ------·-------------------------




or assisted this year-------------------------------------------------------------------·----------·---· ·-·--·-----··-· ________________ ·-·------·------________________________________ -----·-------· 
Number of members in such circles, clubs, or associations _________________________ -·--·-----------________________ -··-------·--·--________________ ·--·--------·---·---··-·--·----· _______________ _ 
Number of farmers not in breeding circles or improvement associations 
assisted this year in keeping performance records of animals __________________ ·---·--·-----·-------·------·-·------··--· -----·---------· ·-------------· ---------·------·--·----------· 
Number of farmers assisted this year in- -
g~ ~~:~: ~~:~:: :a~;~~;~~~-~~~~-~~::_:::::::::::::: ::::=::: :::::::: :::::::: ::~:~: :::::::: :::::::=: :::::::: 
(3) Obtaining beter strains of baby chicks (including hatching eggs). x x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x x x x x x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x ----------------x  x  x  x  x 
m ~::i~: =: =~7=:~ p~:="~----------- _____ __ _________ _ _______________ __  ____ _ __r;__ _____________ ~~~ ___________  
(7) Controling predatory animals _______________________________________________ -----·----·--· ________________________________________________________________ ··----------________ _______ _ 
1 Do not Include rabbits, game, and fur llimals, which should be reported under wldila, 1&-2807H 
62. 
63. 
CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES 1 
Include all work with adults, 4--H Club members, and older youth 
Days devoted to line of work by-






( 1) Home demonstra. ti on a gen ts ______________________________ _______________________ _______________________________________ . ______________ __________________ __ _____________ _________________________ _ 
(2) 4-H Club agents _________________ ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ___________ _____ _ _ ___________ _________ /:;l.,.; ____________ _____________________________ _ 
N=be~:~f ~::::::.~:~::;;~0::-:::.:::::-:::-:::_-_-_:~:::::::: :-::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::~!: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: 
64. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assistiI'g this yeg.r _________________________________ ------------------------------ ______________________________ ---------------------·· _____ _ 
Soil and Water-Continued 
65. Number of farmers assisted this yea.r-
(a) With problems of land use ____________________ _ 
(b) In the use of crop rotations ___________________ _ 
(c) With strip cropping _____________________________ _ 
(d) In constructing terraces ________ ____________ ___ _ 
(e) In grassing waterways or otherwise pre-
venting or controlling gullies ______________ _ 
(J) With contour farming of cropland. _________ _ 
(g) In contouring pasture or range ______________ _ 
(h) In the use of cover or green-manure crops __ 
(i) In otherwise controlling wind or water 
erosion __________________________________________ _ 
0) In summer-fallowing _________________ _____ ______ _ 
(k) In ma.king depth-of-moisture tests __________ _ 
(Z) With drainage ____________________________________ _ 
( m) With irriga. tion ___________________________________ _ 
(n) With land clearing ________________________ . ___ ___ _ 
66. Number of fa.rmers-
(a) In soil-conservation districts which were 
assisted with education for organization 
or operations this year _____________________ _ 
(b) Assisted in arranging for farm-conserva-
tion plans this year _________________________ _ 
(c) Assisted in doing work based on definite 
farm-conservation plans this year ______ _ 
• Include nature study. 
Forestry-Continued 
67. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In reforesting new areas by plantin11: with 
small trees. (Include erosion-control 
plantings) ______________________ _______________ _ 
(b) In making improved thinnings, weedings 
or pruning of forest trees ___________________ _ 
(c) With selection cutting _________________________ _ 
(d) With production of naval stores _____________ _ 
(e) With production of maple-sirup products __ _ 
(J) In timber estimating and appraisal__ _______ _ 
68. Number of farmers cooperating this year in preven-
tion of forest fires ___________________________________________ _ 
Wildlife-Continued 
69. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In construction or management of ponds for fish _________________ , _________________________ _ 
(b) In protection of wildlife areas, such as 
stream banks, odd areas, field borders, 
marshes, and ponds, from fire or live-
stock _____________________________________________ _ 
(c) In planting of edible wild fruits and nuts 
in hedges, stream banks, odd areas, and 
field borders ____________________________________ _ 
(d) With other plantings for food and pro-
tection in wild-life areas __ _________________ _ 
- ---- ---~ --------------
~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --1 
-------------' ---------------
_____ / e a ---------------
3 
____________ / _____________ _ 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
FARM MANAGEMENT 
Fe.rm accounts, cost records, 
Inventories, etc. 
(a) 
Individual farm planning, 
adjustments,' tenancy, 








: ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~  w, yeL.. . .... :..... . ...... ~ ....... ··········-········ ......... i: ... 
72. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this " 
yea.1 ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---------___ -4,/ __ --------------------------------------- ------------ -----
records taken during (b) Enterprise___________________ ------------------------------ (e) In geting started in farming, or in re-
73. Number of farm-survey((a) Farm business______________ -------------------------- 75. Number of farmers assisted this year--Continued. 
the year: ( c) 0 ther __ ______ _______________ _ _ _ __ ______ ___ _ __ ___ ____ __ _ __ locating__________________________________________ _ ____________________________ _ 
74. Number of farmers((a) Farm inventory________________ -------------------------- (J) With credit problems (debt adjustment 
assisted this year in (b) General farm records_________ ------------------------- and financial plans)_______________________ ----------------------------
75. 
keeping- . 
(c) Enterprise records____________ --------------------------- (g) In using "outlook" to make farm adjust-
Number of farmers assisted this year-- men ts ---------------------------------------
(a) In developing a farm plan only _____________ _ (h) With a farm-income statement for tax 
(b) In developing a farm and home plan _____ _ purposes------------------------------------
(c) In analyzing the farm business ______________ _ (i) With farm-labor problems ____________________ _ 
(d) In improving landlord-tenant relations 
and leasing arrangements _________________ _ 
(j) In developing supplemental sources of in-
come __________________________________________ _ 
GENERAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS RELATED TO AGRICULTURE 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
Price and trade policies 
(prices, international 





Land policy and programs 
(classlflcation of land ,on-
lng, tenure, land develop-
ment, setlement, public-
land management, etc.) 
(b) 
Public finance and services 
(taxation, local govern-
ment, facilities such as 




Rural welfare (rural-urban 
relationships, pa.rt -tlme 
farming, problems of peo-
ple in low-income areas mi-
gration, population adlust-




~:::, ~:::-:, to (i~i f.~tiI~~;:.~M t, :::::::: :: : :::: : :: :: ::= ::: :: : :: :: ::: : ::: :: :: :=::: :::::=:: :: : :::::::::::::= 
77. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------
78. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year __ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
79. Number of tours conducted this year to observe economic and social conditions in various land use areas _____________________________________________ _ 
80. Number of local groups (town and county officials, school boards, tax colectors, assessors, etc.) assisted this year in discussing problems of local 
government, public finance, and farming conditions related to these problems ____________________________________________________________________________ _ 
81. Number of displaced families assisted this year in finding employment (agricultural and nonagricultural) ______________________________________________ _ 
82. Number of nonagricultural groups to which any of the above economic and social problems have been presented and discussed this year ________ _ 
1 Include al work on fa.rm adjustments conducted In cooperation with AAA and other agencies, and not definitely related to Individual crop or livestock production or marketing (pp. 6 and O) or to soil manRgemeni 
(p. 7). 16--2807<-l 
00 
Inclade all work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older 
youth General 
(a) 
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
Grain and Livestock 
hay and wool • 
Dairy Poultry and Fruits and 
products eggs I vegetables Cotton 
(b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (q) 
Tobacco, Purchasing 
Forest sugar, rice, Home prod- or farm and 
products and other ucts and home sup-
commodities crafts plies and equipment 
(h) (I) (j) (k) 
83. Days devoted to line of work by-
(1) Home demonstration agents ____ 3-s-~ ______________________________________________ __ _______ _______ ____________________________ _________________________________________________ ____ _ 
~~~ ~;c~:~:~:::ts_ -----~--~~~~~~ _____________________ '9 ____ ___________________ __ ______ _______________ _____ :lJ ________________________ / ________________________________ _______ "y __ _ 
(4) State extension workers __________ _______ -::'J..., __________________________ ___ _________ _____ -----------· ____ __ ________ --------··-··--·--·--------- -------------- -------------- --··---- --·--
84. Number of communities in which work 
was conducted this year_ ___________________ _______ ~ ______ / ;J.; _______________________ _____________________ ----~------ _________ _____ ___ __ V __ ________________________________ J,, ~ 
85. Number of voluntary local leaders or 
86. N::~:;::=;.~:'!:':: =ted in . ······-······ ....................................................... -· .. ... . .. ·····-· ········-· ........... L.. ...... . ........... . 
87. Number of established cooperatives 2 as-
sisted during the year ____________________________ / ____________________ _________________________ _____________________________________________________________________________________ __ __ ___ __ ___ _ 
88. Number of members 2 in the cooperatives 
assisted during the year (questions 86 V 
and 87) --------------------------------------- --------/-,--· ____________ __ ______________ ______________ ________ __ ____ ___ _____ ____ __ ______________ ______ __ ______ ______________ ______________ ______________ co 
Value of products sold or purchased by f ~ 0 89. 
cooperatives assisted during the year 
0 
(questions 86 and 87) 1 ___ ___________________ $___________ $___________ $___________ s/tJ 6 J. $_/_'/.{)~ $___________ $___________ $ .. _________ $___________ $_/3L~... $ _________ _ 
90. Number of farmers or families (not mem-
hers of cooperatives) assisted during 
the year ________________________________________ ------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- ------------- -------------- -------------- ------ -· ----- -------------- -------------- --------------
91. Value of products sold or purchased by 
farmers or families involved in the pre-
ceding question________________________________ $_ __ ________ $_____ ____ __ $___________ $__ _________ $___________ $___________ $___________ $___________ $___________ $_______ ____ $ _________ _ 
92. Number of private marketing and distributing agencies and trade groups assisted this year ___________ ________ _______________________________________ ____ __ _ 
93. Number of programs 3 pertaining to marketing agreements, orders, surplus removal or Lend-Lease purchases assisted in or conducted this year_ 
94. Number of marketing facilities improvement programs 8 participated in or conducted this year _____________________________________________ _____________ _ 
95. Number of marketing surveys assisted with or conducted this year ________________________________________________________ ______ ___________ __ ___________________ _ 
96. Number of special merchandising programs 3 participated in or conducted this year __________________________________________________________________________ _ 
97. Number of consumer information programs 3 pertaining to marketing and distribution participated in or conducted this year ____ ________________ _ 
98. Number of programs s relating to marketing services and costs of distribution conducted this year _______ __ ______________________ ____ ___ _____________ ___ _ 
99. Number of programs I relating to transportation problems conducted this year ______________ ______________ ____________________ _____ __________________________ _ 
100. Number of programs a relating to the specific use of market information conducted this year ______________________________________________________________ _ 
101. Number of other marketing programs 3 conducted this year (specify) _____________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
1 Include livestock, poultry, and batching eggs purchased for breeding, replacement, or reeding purposes. 
• Where a cooperative association serves more than one county, Include only tho membership and proportionate volume or business originating In the county covered by this report. 
• Organized pieces or work. 16-2807J·l 
HOUSING, FARMSTEAD IMPROVEMENT, AND EQUIPMENT 









102. Days devoted to line of work by- / 
(1) Home demonstration agents. _________________________________________ ___________ 7 ________________ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------
~~~ ~:ic~~~r:ig:;::ts _____________________________________________________ ---------~ -------------- ------------------------------ ___________ / ________________ ------------------------------
( 4) State extension workers _________________________________________________ _________ ;:J..., _________ ---- -----------------------· ------ ------------------------------ ------------- --------------- __ 
103. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ________ _ ________ L_.J_-::: _____________ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------
104. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this 
year____________________________________________________________________________________ __ __ ___ _ __ _ _ _ _ ___ __ ____ ____ __ _ ____ _ _ __ __ ___ _ ___ ____ __ __ ___ _ _ _ __ _ _ _____ ___ _ ___ ______ __ _ __ _ _ _ ____________________________ _ 
The House, Furnishings, and Surroundings-Continued 
105. Number of families assisted this year in-
(a) Constructing dwellings _______________________ _ 
(b) Remodeling dwellings ____________ ___ __________ _ ________________ ( __ ________ _ 
(c) Installing sewage systems ____________________ _ 
(d) Installing water systems _____________________ _ 
(e) Installing heating systems ___________________ _ 
(f) Providing needed storage space ___________ _ ------------~--------
(g) Rearranging or improving kitchens _______ _ ____________________ 3 ______ _ 
(h) Improving arrangement of rooms (other 
than kitchens)________________________________ _ ___________ .3 t :sl.- _____ _ 
(i"J Improving methods of repairing, remodel-
ing, or refinishing furniture or furnish-
ings _______________________________ _____________ _ 
(j) Selecting housefurnishings or equipment 
(other than electric) _____________________ _ 
(k) Improving housekeeping methods _________ _ 
C[) Laundry arrangement ________________________ _ 
(rn) Installing sanitary closets or outhouses. __ 
(n) Screening or using other recommended 
methods of controlling flies or other 
insects __ _______________________________ ___ ______ _ 
(o) Improving home grounds ____________________ _ 
(p) Planting windbreaks or shelterbelts ______ _ 
---------------~ () -------
-----------3 I!'_ C> ------ -____________ _______ £ -----
Rural Electrification-Continued 
106. Number of associations organized or assisted this 
year to obtain electricity---------------------------------
107. Number of families assisted this year in-
(a) Obtaining electricity ______________ _____________ _ 
(b) Selection or use of electric lights or home 
electrical equipment__ ______________________ _ 
(c) Using electricity for income-producing 
purposes _________________________________________ _ 
Farm Buildings-Continued 
108. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The construction of farm buildings _______ _ 
(b) Remodeling or repairing farm buildings __ 
(c) Selection or construction of farm-building 
eq ui pmen t ___________________________________ _ _ 
I 
------------- ..:i-_________ _ _ _______________ y __________ _ 
), 
Farm Mechanical Equipment-Continued 
109. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The selection of mechanical equipment._ _ 
(b) Making more efficient use of mechanical 
equipment ____________________________________ _ 
110. Number of farmers following instructions in the 
maintenance and repair of mechanical equipment 
this year ----------------------------------------------------
1 ll. Number of gin stands assisted this year in the better 




Include all work with adults, 4-H Club members and older youth 
NUTRITION AND HEALTH 
Home production of family 
food supply 
(a) 
Food preservation and 
storago 
(b) 
Food selection and 
preparation 
(c) 
Other health and safety 
work 
(d) 
112. Days devoted to line of work by: 1-tJ 
(1) Home demonstration agents ___________________________________________ ------------------------------ _______ .3 ;;i_ ______________________ ~ _____________________________________________ _ 
(2) 4-H Club agents____________________________________________________________ _____ _ ____ _ ___ _ _ _ _____ _______ _ _ ___ ___ ___ ____ _ ________ _____ _ _ __ _ _ ________ _ ______ ____ ___ ___ _ _ ____________________________ _ 
(3) Agricultural agents ________________________________________________________ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ _______ J _________________ _ 
(4) State extension workers ___________________________________________________ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ _____________________________ _ 
113. Number of communities in which work ·was conducted this year _________ ------------------------------ __________ / __ 'l_ ______________ ------------------------------ _____________________________ _ 
114. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year __ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ _____________________________ _ 
115. Number of families assisted this year-
(a) In improving diets ________________________ _ 
(b) With food preparation __________________ _ 
(c) 1n improving food supply by making 
changes in home food production 1 __ 
(1) Of vegetables _____ ___________ ___ _ 
(2) Of fruits _________________________ _ 
(3) Of meats ________________________ _ 
(4) Of milk ___________________________ _ 
(5) Of poultry and eggs __________ _ 
(d) With home butchering, meat cutting 
or curing _________________________________ _ 
(e) With butter or cheese making ________ _ 
(/) With food preservation problems 1 __ _ 
(1) Canning _________________________ _ 
(2) Freezing __________________________ _ 
(3) Drying ________________________ _ 
( 4) Storing _________________________ _ 
(i) In producing and preserving home 
food supply according to annual 
food-suppiy budget ___________________ _ 
(j) In canning according to a budget __ 
(k) With child-feeding problems _________ _ 
(l) In the prevention of colds and other 
115(g) FOOD PRESERVATION BY ADULTS ----------------------------- ===========;=========;============== 
----------------------------- Fruits Vegetables Meats and fish 
_________ 
1 
____ _,_(a::,.l ____ 
1 
(b) (c) 
1. Quarts canned. ______ -----~~-£'}!_~--------- ____ 9~--~------------ -------/,- ?d'--t -----·----
2. Gallons brined ______ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ _____________________________ _ 
3. Pounds: Dried 2 6 _ ----------------------------- - ____________________________ _ ________________________ _____ _ 
4. Cured 3 6 _ ----------------------------- ______________________________ ____ -;;s 7..J~---------
5. Stored____ __ _____ ____ __ ___ _ __ _ __ ___ _ ___ _ ____ _ _________ _____ ___ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ ____________________________ _ 
6. Frozen '-- ------------------------------ ------------------------------ _____ ~ 
7. Number of different families represented by the above figures ______________ _ 
___________ ./ '7 .) _________ _ 
115(h) FOOD PRESERVATION BY 4-H CLUB MEMBERS ------------------------------1=============;========,c=========;======= 
_ _________ / ~ _"7 _________ Fruits Vegetables Meats and fish 
--- - --------- ~----------- ---------l---''----("'a'-) ________ ...,(...cb) ____ 1 ____ --"-(c:....) ___ _ 
1. Quarts canned ______ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------
2. Gallons brined. __ ___ ------------------------------ __________________________________________________ _ 
3. Pounds· Dried 2 6 ___ ------------------------------ ___ ___________ _____ ___________ ___ ______ ___________________ _ 
4. Cured 3 6_ --------------------- -------- _______________________________________________________ _ 
------------------- ----------- 5. Stored _________________________________________________________________________________ _________ _ 
------------------------------ 6. Frozen •-- ------------------------------ __ ---------------------------- ____________________________ _ 
common diseases_______________________ -----------------------------
( m) With positive preventive measures to improve health (immunization for typhoid, diphtheria, smallpox, etc.) __________________________ _ 
( n) With first-aid or home nursing ___________________________________________________________ __ __________________________________ ____________________________________ _ 
( o) In removing fire and accident hazards _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
116. Number of schools assisted this year in establishing or maintaining hot school lunches ____________________________________ ______________________ ______ ___ ___ _ 
..5--.. ---------
---- --------------------------
117. Number of nutrition or health clinics organized this year through the efforts of extension workers _______________________________________________________ _ 
1 Sum of the subitems minus duplications due to families participating in more than one activity. 
1 Weight of finished product after drying. 
• Weight of product before curing. 
• Include contents of locker plants and home freezer unlt8. 
• Do not include vine-matured peas and be8IlS. 
CLOTHING, FAMILY ECONOMICS, PARENT EDUCATION, AND COMMUNITY LIFE 
Home management 1- Cl h1n d te il Family relationships-child Recreation and 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth family economics ot g an xt es development community JUe 
00 W 00 00 
I 
(1) Home demonstration a gen ts ____________ ---~-~-_____ _ ____ -__ -_J J __ -____ --___ ~ ___ --___ }_$_ ___ ----------l-3----------- --_lf-_ _,!.; ______ ---
. ' -
118
' lfni~f d;~;~~Y to ~ ~ ~!c~:r:lg::ts ________________________ · _________________ ·-------------------------_________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
( 4) State extension workers ______________________________________________ /, ______________ ------------------------------____ --------------------------_____________________________ _ 
119. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________ -~-·---1-:l-------___________ J_9-____________ -------~-0--------------____________ /_2_ _________  
120. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year __ ------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------___________ L __ '). ___________  
Home Management-Family Economics-Continued Clothing and Textiles-Continued 
121. Number of families assisted this year--
(a) With time-management problems ______ _ 
(b) With home accounts __________________________ _ 
(c) With financial planning _____________________ _ 
(d) In improving use of credit for family 
living expenses ________________________________ _ 
(e) In developing home industries as a 
means of supplementing income _______ _ 
122. Number of home demonstration clubs, other con-
sumer associations or groups assisted this year with 
cooperative buying of-
(a) Food. _________________ -' --' ·--------------------
(b) Clothing __________________________________________ _ 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment ___________ _ 
(d) General household supplies __________________ _ 
123. Number of families assisted this year through coop-
erative associations 2 or individualy, with the 
buying of-
(a) Food. ______________________________________________ _ 
(b) Clothing __________________________________________ _ 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment ___________ _ 
(d) General household supplies __________________ _ 
124. Total number of different families assisted this year 
with consumer-buying problems (includes ques-
tion 123 (a), (b), (c), and (d) minus duplications)_ 
125. Number of families assisted this year with "making 
versus buying" decisions _________________________________ _ 
126. Number of families assisted this year in using timely 
economic information to make buying decisions or 
other adjustments in family living ___________________ _ 
_____ -4_Q_Q ____________ _ 
---~-~s: _________  
-----------~b.----------
N OTE.-lndividual families and groups assisted with seling problems should 
be reported in column (J), page 9. 
127. Number of families assisted this year with-
(a) Clothing-construction problems______________ -----~-£_9_ __________ _ 
(b) The selection of clothing and textiles______ _ __ ;,_g __ 9,. ____________ _ 
(c) Care, renovation, remodeling of clothing__ ----~-Q_Q _____________ _ 
(d) Clothing accounts or budgets_______________ -----------------------------
Family Relationships-Child Development-Continued 
128. Number of families assisted this year--
(a) With child-development and guidance 
problems ______________________ ---------__ ----
( b) In improving family relationships __________ _ 
129. Number of families providing recommended cloth-
ing, furnishings, and play equipment for children 
this year ·--------------_________________________ _ 
130. Number of different individuals participating this 
year in child-development and parent-education 
programs: (a) Men ________________________________________ _ 
(b) Women ____________________________________ _ 
131. Number of children in families represented by such 
-----# o __________ ~ 
individuals ________________________________ ------------ ------------------
132. 
Recreation and Community Life-Continued 
Number of families assisted this year in improving 
_______ / s=-·-----home recreation ____________________________________________ _ 
133. Number of communities assisted this year in improv-
ing community recreational facilities _________________ _ 
134. Number of community groups assisLed this year 
with organizational problems, programs of activi-
ties, or meeting programs ________________________________ _ 
Number of communities! (a) Club or eommunily house _________ _ 
assisted this year in (b) Permanent camp _______ _ 
establishing - . (c) Commumty rest rooms_ 
135. 
136. Number of communities assisted this year in pro-
viding library facilities ___________________________________ _ 
137. Number of school or other community grounds im-
proved this year according to recommendatione __ 
_______ 11 _______________  
s--
1 The house-Its arrangement, equipment, and furnishings, including kitchen Improvements and care of the house-ls reported under "The house, furnishings and surroundings," p. 10, 
1 Includes question 122; also families buying throu1eh market1n1e cooperatives, organized or assisted, column (k), p, g, 
l&-28074-2 
SUMMARY OF 4-H CLUB BOYS' AND GIRLS' PROJECTS 
(One club membet may engage in two or more projects. The sum of the projects is therefore greater than tl1e number of different club members enrolled) 
Number of boys Number of girls Number of boys Number of girls Number of units involved In 
Project emolled emoUed completing completing ccmpleLed projects 
(al (h) (c) (d) (e) 
138. Corn--------------------------------------------------------_______________ __ $7> _________________________________ -------~--------- _________________________ _________________ 3/3 ___________ Acres 





146. - s 147. Home gardens _______________________________________________________ -----------~ _________ ------------------------ ___________ ;;;z, ________ ------------------------ ----------------- l ' -------------- Acres 
m: ~~;;~~::~:;;k::=::.':,::=.;;;;~=--=:=: :::::~:t::::::: :::::::::::::1:::::::::: :::::::::2::::: : :::::: =::: :::::: ::: :::::=:::=::~:0~:::::=: ~= 
151. Dairy cattle ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ __ _____ ---------------------------- _____ Animals 
152. Beef cattle _______________________________________ __ ____________ · ____ ________ / ,S- ___________________________ _____ __________ L _C, __ _____ ___ ___ __________________ _________ _________ } _{. ___________ Animals 
~ ::. ~!~:~---------------------------------------------------------------- ____ I_ :J<> _ J ___ ___ • ________________________ -------'-!/- ______________________________ j __ ___________ .(_1_~ _______ !~::: 
155. Horses and mules _______ ______________________________________ _____ ----------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- ---------------------------------- Animals ~ 
155a. Rab bi ts ___ _________________________ ·-_______ ___ __ ________________ ---· ____ ___ _________ _ ______ _ ________ ________ ___ _ ____ _______ ______ ______ ____ _____ ___ _ _ ____ _____ _ ____ ____ ____ __ ___ ______ _ __ _ ___ __ __ ___ Animals 








Bees _________________________________________ ----·--------------------· _______ ____________ ___________________ _______ ____________________________________ __ _______ __ ________ _________________ ____ _______ Colonies 
;:;:~~;ation of home grounds _________ ____ ------ -----------· __ _______ _ ·q·--------------~Sf?. _________________ 9 ______________ L_~!?_ ________ _ x _ x __ x _ x __ x _ .· q _ x _x __ x _ x A:r~ 
Wildlife and nature study {game and fur animals) __________ __ . ______ -------,--------------·--------- _______________________________________________ _ 
Agricultural engineering, farm shop, electricity, tractor_. __ _____________________________________________ -------------------~----,------------------------
;::: ::::::~:=~-~~=~;~=~-:~:~~-~-~=:::::_-~:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::1::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
f -------- -------------- Articles made 
l--· -·------- ------- Articles repaired 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
{
----------------· --~-- Meals planned 
---------·-------------- Meals served 
164. Food preservation. (Include frozen foods) _________________ _______ __ ___________________ ___ ___ ______________________ __ ___________________________________________________ _______ Quarts preserved 
165. Health, home nursing, and first aid ________________________ __ ------------------------ ________________________________________________________________________ x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
165a. Child care _______________________________________________________ _ ---------------------------·-------------------- ______________________________ _________________ x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
166. Clothing ________________________________ ___________________________ _____ ____________________ __ l__ ___ h b D ------- ---,------- ----- ------ ____ / _tr"!)__________ .lr ______ /_J/-f---- Garments made 
1 _________ __wGarments remodeled 
167. Home management (housekeeping) ______ ____ __ ______ --------· ________________________________________________ I ____ .. _____________________________________ --·- _ r------ ______ : _______________________ Uni ts 
68 H f · hin d · t ,.,,, ·r~ / <,-Z, {----L~------- ----------- Rooms 1 . ome urn.1s gs an room rmprovemen -------------- ---·------------------------ ----.&t':l.~M---- ---- ---------------------· __ ________ -.l_______ _____ ,t _ ,, . --~M.0 _________________ Articles 
169. Home industry, arts and crafts ________________________________ ----------------------- - ________________________ ------------------·----- ________________________ ---------------------------------- Articles 
:~! E:~::::~~:u:::·~~:-:::::.~:n):.:::::::::: ::::::~~:z::::::::_1::::_:;~:~:::~~::r~ :~~:~::~I~;:=::::::::::1: : : : : : : : : : : : : 
16-28074-6 
4-H CLUB MEMBERSHIP 1 
173. Number of 4-H Clubs. ---------------------------------------------- ------~':}_ _______ _ 
174. Number of different 4-H Club 
3 members enrolled.. ________________ (a) Boys s _______ (_r._ ___ (b) Girls 2_~£_':/__ 
175. Number of different 4-H Club ,;2 
members completing _____________ (a) Boys•-------------- (b) Girls ~:6:~-----
176. Number of dillerent 4-II Club S 9 j members in schooL ______________ (a) Boys _______ ~------- (b) Girls _____ £ _(,l ___ _ 
177. Number of different 4-H Club 
members out of schooL __________ (a) Boys _______________ (b) Girls _______________ _ 
178. Number of different 4-H Club 
members from farm homes ______ (a) Boys.._.;/__/__9._ ____ (b) Girls __ ~..S:..I/._ __ _ 
179. Number of different 4-H Club 
members from nonfarm homes __ (a) Boys ________________ (b) Girls _____________ __ _ 
Number of Different 4-H Club Members Enrolled: 
180 By years I Boys I Girls 11181 By ages I Boys I Girls 
• (a) (b) • (a) (b) 
10 and under _____ 1 __ $3 ______ ___ Le;,_'-fc--
lL _________ ________ --~ ·--- ______ 9 i __ 
12 ___________________ __ 1:.__7 ____________ '). 9 -
13 ________ _____ ______ __ .,2t::i. __ ____ ----- if ___ _ 
1st year ______________ __ /_J_Q ___ __ /3_ {__ __ _ 
2d _____________ _, _____ __ -- ---9--~--- _/.]_}_ ___ _ 
3d _____________________ __ J._7_ ____ ---- 7 · 1 
WORK WITH OLDER RURAL YOUTH 
185. Number of groups (other than 4-H Club) organized for conduct of extension 
work with older rural youth ---------------------------------------
186. Membership in such groups __ ____ ________ {(a) Young men _______ _ 
(b) Young women ___ _ 
187. Numb<>rof Out or school memhers 
II 
Under 21 I I 25 years and by school In school years 21-24 years older statu s Unmarried I Married and age (a) (b) (c) (d) (t) __J[l 
(1) Young 
men _____ 1-------------- 1--------------1--------------w------------- 1--------------1----------- ·--
(2) Young 
women_, --------------1 -------------- 1 --------------11-------------- 1--------------1--------------
188. Number of meetings of older rural youth extension groups __ _ 
189. Total attendance at such meetings _________________________________ _ 
190. Number of other older rural youth groups assisted.. _____________ ------------------
191 M b bi - b r) Youog m=---- ------------- - __ _,,. . em ers p m sue groups _________________ 
(b) Young women_ -----------------. 
192. Number of older rural youth not in ex- (a) Young men ___ __ ------------- ·---· 
tension or other youth groups assisted.._ (b) Young women.._ --------------- ---
193. Total number of different young people 
.... ::~:::::::::::::~::::: ::::::i ::: :::::%:::: IL ___ _____________ d.$:" ---- -----L2---
contacted through the extension pro-
gram for older rural youth. (Ques-
tions 186,191, and 192,minus duplica-
(a) Young men ____ _ 
----------- ------- II>,. 
6th.. ______ : ___________________ !__ ____ ____ .:21 --- ~:::::::::::::::::::: :~::::: :::::I~~: 
7th _______ -------------, --------------, -------------- 17 ___________________ ____ s-· --- , -------------




Number of different 4-H Club members, including those in corresponding 
projects, who received definite training in-
( a) Judging______ ______ __ ____ (f) Fire and accident pre-
vention_________________ c22_'(l __ (b) Giving dem-
onstrations ( g) Wildlife conservation__ ,..J_.f.:t1 __ _ 
( c) Recreational (h) Keeping personal ac- .::::C-~ 
leadership ,,3.S:,_y_ (i) Us:0 ~t:conomic infor-
(d) Music appre- ~ r 71 . mation ___ ___ ______ ___ __ _ ciation____ _ _::::t.:_~_':f:_ (3) Soil and water conser-vation __________________ _ 
lf- (k) Forestry __________________ _ 
Number of 4-H Club members having health examination because 
of participation in the extension program ____________________________ _ 
( e) Health.. ______ _ ---'- _ , 
--~_!)_ __ 
Number of 4-H Clubs engaging in community activities sych as 
improving school grounds and conducting local fairs ____ g ______ _ 
tions) _________________ ___ ______________________ _ 
4 Check column showing approximate 19 , portion of older-youth program de-
voted to-





10-19 percent I 20-39 percent J 4.0 percent or more 
(b) (c) (d) 
public problems __________________ _ ,--------------,-------------- ,-------------- , _____________ _ 
(2) Vocational guidance _________________ ,--------------,-----·--------,--------------,--------------
(3) Family life and social customs ___ , . ____________ ,---- __________ ,--------------, _______ __ ____ _ 
(4) Social and recreational activi-
ties __ _____________________ __ ________ __ 1--------- --- .. -1 ------- - - - --- - • ----- - -------- 1 .. ------------ -
(5) Community service activities _____ ,--------------,--------------,-------------- ,-------· _____ _ 
~~ ~:::!::! :~::::~::;~;~-::~-1--------------1-------------- ,--------------,--------------
eluding nutrition and health.. _______________ -------------- ,-------------- , _____________ _ 
1 All data lo this section are based on tho number or di.!Yeroot boys aod girls participating in 4-H Club work, not on the number of 4--H projects carried. 
• Report the total number of different boys or girls enrolled in club work. This totnl should equal the sum or tbe project enrollments reported on page 13, mlous duplications due to the ~ame boy ~r girl carry io~ on two 
er more subject-matter lines of work. Do not Include boys and girls enrollod late lo the year lo connection with thl· suoceediog year's program. 
1 Same as footnote 2, except that reference Is to _completions instead of enrollments. 1&-2S074-3 
195. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
(Report here all work, including war work, not properly Included under any of the headings on preceding pages) 
Include all work w, ·11 adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth Bees 
(a) 
General-feeder insects 1 
(b) 
All other work 
Cc) 
Days devoted to line of work by- €, I 
(1) Home demonstration agents _______ ______ __ -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ________________ ···---· _. .. . ____________ / ______ Y::z,_; __ 
(2) 4--H CI u b agents _________________________ . ___________________________ . ___________________________________ __ ______ __ . _________ . _____________________________________ . ___ _______ __________________ _ 
(3) Agricultural agents ___________________________________________________________________________________ -----------------------------· -----·---------------------- -----------------------------
( 4) State extension workers ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ . ____________________________ ___________ /0 ____ . ___ _ 
196. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ______ ___ ______________________________ _ -----------------------------· ---·------------------------- ------------~o_ ___ _____ _ 
197. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year _______________________________ ------------------------------------···--------------------------------~~---------· 
SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION TO WAR EFFORT 
It is desirable to bring together in one place the sum total of extension contribution to the several broad areas of war effort. It is assumed that all such work has 
been reported previously under appropriate headings. 
War programs Home demonstration agents 
(a) 




198. Estimated number of days devoted to--
(1) Food supplies and critical war materials (production, marketing, processing, storage, 
distribution, and related problems) _____________________________________________________________ ---------------------------·-- ______________ · --·----------- -----------------------------
(2) Problems arising from new military camps, munitions plants, and war industries _____ ------------------------------------·------------------·--·-----------------------------
(3) Civilian defense (such as fire prevention, Red Cross training, air-raid warnings) ______ ------------------------------------------------------------,----------------------------- :;; 
( 4) Other war work (including collection of salvage material)---------------------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------ --------------------------
COOPERATION WITH OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES 
The purpose of this report is to bring together in one place the cooperation given other Federal agencies working with therurulpeopleofthecounty. !tis assumed 






Farm Credit Employment 







F Rural El i Social Security, Soil Couserva- ~°;1 ftcati;itr. TV~~;ie Public Health, 
tion Service Administration Administration Authority cr~:':i's 
Other 
Agencies 
(!) (g) -~<h~>--1-~<~i) __ 1,-~<~Jl--1-~<~k) __ 
199. Doys devoted to line of work by-
( 1) 
200. Number of comm110ilies_in which work ~ 
1111 wnducted Ibis year. _____________________ _ ·--·----------- ___ ____ _______________________________ . __ ______ __________ l) ____ ---~/) ____ ____ ________ _____ _______________________________________ _____ __ _ 
201. Number of volnnlary local leaden or 
committeemen assiaung Ibis year.-------···------________________ ____________ ______ _____________________ __________ ~_<) ___________________________________________________________________________________ __ _ 
202. Number of meelinga parlicipaled in lhia l, J 
year by extension workers ______ -------···------______________________________________________________________________________________ / ____________ / ____ ____ ________________ ____ __ __________ 
1 
__ _ ;2,_ 
1 Include grasshoppers, armyworms, ch Inch bugs, and other insects not reported under specific crop or livestock headings. 10-28074-3 
TERMINOLOGY 
If extension reports are to convey the intended information, it is important that the terminology employed be that 
generally accepted by members of the extension teaching profession everywhere. Precise use of extension terms is an 
obligation each extension worker owes to the other members of his or her profession. The following definitions have been 
approved by the United States Department of Agriculture and by the Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. 
DEFINITIONS OF EXTENSION TERMS 
1. A community is a more or less well-defined group of rural people with common interests and problems. Such a group 
may include those within a township, trade area, or similar limits. For the purpose of this report, a community 
is one of the several units into which a county is divided for conducting organized extension work. 
2. A cooperator is a farmer or homemaker who agrees to adopt certain recommended practices upon the solicitation of an 
extension worker. The work is not directly supervised by the extension agent, and records are not required, but 
reports on the success of the practices may be obtained. 
3. Days in field should include all days spent on official duty other than "dayil in office." 
4. Days in office should include time spent by the county extension agent in the office, at annual and other extension 
conferences, and on any other work directly related to office administration. 
5. Demonstrations as contemplated in this report are of two kinds-method demonstrations and result demonstrations. 
A method demonstration is a demonstration given by an extension worker or other trained leader for the purpose of 
showing how to carry out a practice. Examples: Demonstrations of how to can fruits and vegetables, mix spray 
materials, and cull poultry. 
A result demonstration is a demonstration conducted by a farmer, homemaker, boy, or girl under the direct supervision 
of the extension worker, to show locally the value of a recommended practice. Such a demonstration involves a 
substantial period of time and records of results and comparisons, and is designed to teach others in addition to the 
person conducting the demonstration. Examples: Demonstrating that the application of fertilizer to cotton will 
result in more profitable yields, that underweight of certain children can be corrected through proper diet, that the 
use of certified seed in growing potatoes is a good inve:itment, or that a large farm business results in a more efficient 
use of labor. 
The adoption of a farm or home practice resulting from a demonstration or other teaching activity employed by the 
extension worker as a means of teaching is not in itself A demonstration. 
6. A demonstration meeting is a meeting held to give a method demonstration or to start, inspect, or further a result 
demonstration. 
7. A result demonstrator is an adult, a boy, or a girl who conducts a result demonstration as defined above. 
8. An extension school is a school usually of 2 to 6 days' duration, arranged by the Extension Service, where practical 
instruction is given to persona not resident at the college. 
9. An extension short course differs from an extension school in that it is usually held at the college or another educational 
institution and usually for a longer period of time. 
10. A farm or home visit is a call by the agent at a farm or home at which some definite information relating to extension 
work is given or obtained. 
11. Farmers (or families) assisted this year should include those directly or indirectly influenced by extension work to 
make some change during the report year as indicated by: 
(1) Adoption of a recommended practice. 
(2) Further improvement in a practice previously accepted. 
(3) Participation in extension activities. 
(4) Acceptance of leadership responsibility. 
(5) Or by other evidence of desirable change in behavior. 
12. A 4-H Club is an organized group of boys and/or girls with the objectives of demonstrating improved practices in 
agriculture or home economics, and of providing desirable training for the members. 
13. 4-H Club members enrolled are those boys and girls who actually start the work outlined for the year. 
14. 4-H Club members completing are those boys and girls who satisfactorily finish the work outlined for the year. 
15. A project leader, local leader, or committeeman is a person who, because of special interest and fitness, is selected to 
serve as a leader in advancing some phase of the local extension program. A project leader may be either an organi-
zation or a subject-matter leader. 
16. A leader-training meeting is a meeting at which project leaders, local leaders, or committeemen are trained to carry 
on extension activities in their respective communities. 
17. Letters written should include all original letters on official business. (Duplicated letters should not be included.) 
18. An office call is a call in person by an individual or a group seeking agricultural or home-economics information, as a 
result of which some definite assistance or information is given. A telephone call differs from an office call in that 
the assistance or information is given or received by means of the telephone. Telephone calls may be either incoming 
or outgoing. 
19. A plan of work is a definite outline of procedure for carrying out the different phases of the program. Such a plan 
provides specifically for the means to be used and the methods of using them. It also shows what, how much, 
when, and where the work is to be done. 
20. An extension program is a statement of the specific projects to be undertaken by the extension agents during a year 
or a period of years. 
21. Records consist of definite information on file in the county office that will enable the agent to verify the data. on ex-
tension work included in this report. 
22. The older rural youth group is primarily a situation group, out of school, at home on farms, not married or started 
farming on their own account, and mostly 16 to 25 years of age. 
U, S, GOYERNNLNT rRIRTING OFFICE 10-28074-1 
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BBIE CF CONTEl'lS 
ITEM: a.GE - .... 
Summary of Activities and Accomplishments•••••••••••••••••••••• i 
County, Commtm:ity and Neighborhood Organizations of Vollmteer 
Farm and Home Leaders: 
County Agriculttu-al Co:mraittee 3 •••••••••••••••• 
Commnnity Agricultural Comm:btees 4 •••••••••••••• 
nograms handled through voluntary leaders••••••••••••••••••• 7 
County Extension Organization•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8 
.lTOject Activities and Results: 
Agricultural Economics 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9 Out1ook Meetings•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9 
Complete Farm.Accounts •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9 
Agricultural Engineering • ••O•• ~• ••• •••••••ee1a111111111111111e• p 
Farm Building Plans .. . ..... . • •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Rural Electrificat:on •••••• •• • • • , ........••.••.•..•...•..•.• 9 9 
AgronoI11": ••••• •• • ···••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••10 
Fertilizers ·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••10 
Lime •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10 
Corn ••••• •••••* •• •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1U 
Hybrid Corn •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ll 
Corn Production Demonstrations ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ll 
Sma.ll Grains •• o•••• •••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ll 
Oat Production ••• • •••••••••••••0t••••••••••••••••••••••••ll 
Barley Production ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ll 
Wheat Product ion •••••• • •• ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••12 
Annual Grazing Crops ••••••• •·············••••••••••••••••12.I 
Soil Building Crops turned under •••••••••••••••••••••••••12 
Lespedeza for hay- •••••••• • •• • • ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••13 
Pertna.11ent .Past-ures •••••••••• • •• ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 13 
Pasture Fertilizer Demonstrations ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14 
Sugar Ca,ne •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••17 
Tobacco ••• ••• • « ~ • • • • • • • • • • !" •• •••• •••••••••••••• 17 
Animal Husba.ndry: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20 
Purebred Sires ••• •~· · ··'• •••••••••••• •••••••••••·••••••••••20 
Hog Marketing ••c•• ••~ ·••••• ••• •• •• • •• ••• •• ••••••••••••21 
Summary of Hos ?Jarketed •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 21 
Dual Purpose Cattle ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••21 
Summary purebred bulls now in the county •••••••••••••••••••21 
Summary of purebred heiffers now in the county •••••••••••••• 22 
Dai.ry'ing •• ••• ~ •••••• • , , , •• , , • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 22 
Entomology & PI.ant Pathology •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••22 .. 
Forestry: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••• 12 
Pine Seedlings Destributed ···· ····· ··•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Rural Fire rrevention Work••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Wmddl:ahd exara:i.nations and selecti ve cutting•••••••••••••••••• 
Forestry Thinning Contest•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Scenes in Forestry Thinning Contest•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
South Carolina Tree Farm Program············ · •••••••••••••••• 
i.rbor Day Program•••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• 
Horticulture:,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Irish Potatoes••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 











Ha.rketing ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 26 
Cooperative .1:1\lrchasing of Farm Supplies•••••••••••••••••••••• 26 
Fou.r-H Club Work:•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 27 
Summar,y of 4-H Club Enrollment••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 27 
Swmnary of Completed Demonstrations•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 27 
Four-H Club Demonstrations••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 28 
Bomma.17 4-H Corn Yields •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••28 
Summary 4-H Tobacco Rac0rds ··· · ··· · · ··•••••••••••••••••••••• 28 
Summary Sweet Potato Records •• • • •• • •••••••••••••••••••••••• 29 
Summary Corn Records•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 29 
Summary 4-H Garden Club Records••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 30 
Summary 4-H Poultry Records••••••• • •• · ~• •••••••••••••••••••• 30 
Summary 4-R Calf Records••••••••••• • •• •••••••••••••••••••••• 31 
Four-H Fat Barrow Contest•••• •• ••• ••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• 31 
Summa.17 Four-H Fat Barrow Work, 1947••••••••••••••••••••••••• 31 
Scenes .at Four-IT Fat Barrow Show & Sale ••••••••••••••••••••••)1 
Summary 4-H Pig Records••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cork oat Acrons ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
33 
35 
Four-H Timber Thinning ••o•••• ••• ••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• 36 
Summary Four-H Timber Thinning Contest •••••••••••••••••••••• 36 
Scenes of Four-H Timber Thinning Demonstrations •••••••••••••• 36 
Four H. Club Canp •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Four-H Club Mee,ings •••• •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Four-H T~g Meetings •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
A. A. A. J,.c·i;,ivities •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Publicity: 
Individual Letters ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Circular Letters••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
eopies Mailed ••••••• • • _. • ~ ,. I\ • • •• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Press Art,icles ••••••••• • • •• ,•• ••• ••• ••••••••••••••••••••• 












Specimen Copies of Cir cul.ar Letters ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 9 
Specimen Copies of .News Articles •••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• · •• 47 
r. 
.i,. 
SUMYARY OF ACTIVITIES A.ND ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 
General Activities: 
1. Days Agent Spent in Office•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.33 
2. Days kgent Spent in Field••••••••• .. •••••••••••••••• 493 
J. Days Agent Wor~ed ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 626 
4. Miles Agent Traveled • •••• • *.... , . . . . . . . .. ........ 17 ,473 
5. Farm Visits••••••••••••······ · .. •• •••• ••• ••••••• 1,517 
6. Different Farms Visited•••••• ••••• •• •••••• •••••••••• 957 
7. Office calls at Agent's Office•••••••••••••••••••••• 1,052 
8. Telephone Calls at Agent's Of'fice •••••••• •••••••• ••• 846 
9. Meetings held or attended, ••.•..•. •• ••••••• ••••••• 199 
10. Attendance at these meetings••• • •••••••••••••••••••• 5,604 
ll. Number of communities in which Extension Work 
was conducted••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20 
12. Number of Fanners conducting Demonstrations••••••••• llO 
13. Number of Volunteer Community Leaders Assisting 
with Extension Program. ••••• •• • • •••••••••••••••••••• 164 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES .AND RESULTS : 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS: 
Agricultural Outlook Infor.nation was presented at one county wide 
meeting with an attendance of 175; and at seven cojmunity meetings 
with 396 in attendance. 
AGlUCULTURAL ENGINEERING: 
Furnished plans for building one fa.rm dwelling, one poultry house; 
one dairy barn and one sweet potato curing house. 
AGRONOMY: 
Information on tobacco fertilization was given at one county wide 
meeting and seven community meetings. Information on plant bed 
preparation, blue mold control c11 d chemical weed killer for tobacco 
was given; conducted four hybrid corn demonstrations and nine other 
corn demonstrations; conducted three three oat production demonstration 
oonducted one barley production demonstration; conducted four wheat 
production demonstrations; conducted t111D sudan grass demonstrations; 
and two pearl millet demonstrations with crotolaria; conducted fifteen 
demonstrations in the production of lespedeza for hay; assisted seven 
farmers in building new pa.J18ures; conducted two pasture .fertilizer 
demonstrations; conducted fifteen tobacco production demonstrations; 
and two fertilizer demonstrations; conducted nineteen demonstrations 
in the use of chemicals for blue mold control; conducted thirteen 




~laced five purebred sires; placed two purebred Milking Shorthorne 
bulls; assisted in marketing 106 hogs for a net total of $5,284.91; 
DAIRYING: 
Helped establish permanent pastures; help secure seeds for permanent 
pastures; furnished information on the correct care of cows and the 
production of all feed crops and annual grazing crops. 
ENTOMOLOOY & PI.A.NT PATHOLOGY: 
Furnished infomation on the control of season&}. plant diseases and, 
insects; small grain seed treatments; and the use of DDT in controlling 
insects. 
FORESTRY: 
~laced 1,500 pine seedlings; conducted two forestry thinning contests 
(five acre plots); helped three landowners in selecting and marking 
timber for sale; through news articles and other publicity assisted 
in the rural fire prevention campaign; Assisted with the South Carolina 
Tree Fani ~rogram; held arbor day program.. 
HORTICULTURE: 
Conducted two irish potato demonstrations; eight sweet potato demonstra-
tions; assisted in obtaining federal insepctors for Irish Potato 
Marketing; 
JIARKETING: 
Assisted tanners in marketing $5,284.91 worth of livestock; and pur-
chased cooperatively $2,370.19 worth of seed~feed, 
FOUR-H CLUBS: 
Seventeen clubs with a membership of 319 were en:bolled aid completed 
243 demonstrations. 
TRIPI.Em A. ACTIVITIES: 
items 
Pllblished 10 news J.IUIID on A.A.A. Activities; and conducted three 
radio broadcasts on A. A. A.. Activities • 
.l:"UBLICITY: 
Wrote 980 personal letters; 9 circular letters with 7,645 copies mailed; 
distributed 1,485 bulletins; and publicized tXtf,fX Sixty weekly news 
articles; and gave f ifty-SIii r adio programs. 
six 
3 
I. County, CoillIIIll!li;tY an~ Neighborhood Organization of Volunteer 
Farm and Home Leaders: 
lo County Agricultural Committee: 
a. The Count y Agricultural Committee is composed o:t 
twentyi.five ~t the most i.n.t:l.uential and agriculturall.3 
minded man and women in the county, representing 
evecy agricultural section of the county o These 
men and 1JO.men were chosen for the above reasons, 
also they are very cooperative with the Extension 
ervice .tTograms. 
b~ Na.me and address ot County.Agricultural Committee: 
Name: Address: 
H. L. Davis Route 3; Conway, s. c. 
P. L. Bl.vington Route 2; Nichols, s. c. 
E. M. Meares Route 2; Nichols, s. c. 
J. c. Ayers Tabor City, N. c. 
Y:!:'s. 1;f. C. Clardy Wampee, So Ce 
w. H. Stone Little River, So c. 
Yrs •.• Ho Stone Li:litle River, s. c. 
Miss Brittie Long Route l; Conway, s. c. 
Mrs. ~fuck Norris Route l; Conway, s. c. 
1[.rs . .t:'aul Gause Route l; Conway, s. c. 
Joe l ount Loris, s. c. 
?xs. A. G. Long Loris, s. c. 
D. o. Heniford Loris, s. c. 
• B • Jackson Fair Bluff, N. c. J. K. King Route 1~ Loris, s. c. 
D. ~i. Lupo Route l; Conway, s. c. 
llrs . Dillon Cox Route l; Conway, s. o. 
L • .l:"o WiJHams ucksport, s. c. 
Mrs. w. E. Karsh Bucksport, s. c. 
Mrs. W. G. Turbeville Route l; Myrtle Beach, 
E. iY. .t'rince Gurley, s. c. 
.P. D. Al·l;ma.n Gali V'dD. ts Ferry. s. c. 
Hrs . David Graham Aynor, s. c. 
J. 1Talter Johnson Galivants Ferry, s. c. s. c. Long Route 2; Comray, s. c. 
Sub Committees:-
ForcstriJ: 
E. E. Burroughs, Conway, s. c. 
E. c. Wall, Conway, s. 00 
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be yarketing: 
Joe Blount, Loris, s. c. 
E. 'I'. l"rince, Gurley, s. c. 
J. Wa.lter Johnson, Galivants Ferry, s. o. 
L • .t'. Willia.ms, Bucksport, s. c. 
T. c. Hardee, Loris, s. Co 
Co .t"'OSt War .tnanning Committee: 
E. ll. Meares , ichols, s. c. 
n. o. Heniford, Loris, s. c • 
.t'. s • .t"age, GaJ.ivants Ferry, s. c. 
L • .t'. Williaraa, Bucksport, s. c. 
W. H. Stone, Little River, s. c. 
d. Fam Labor Committee: 
E. M. Meares, Nichols, s. c • 
.t'o D. Altman, Ga.livants Ferry, s. c. 
Joe Blount, Loris, s. c. 
e. Representatives to State Committee: 
.t'. s • .t'8-ge, Galivants Ferry, s. c. 
E. w • .Prirlce, Gurley, s. c. 
c. Duties of County Agricultnral Connnittee: 
The duties of tre county agricultural. committee are to meet 
with and advise the county extension workers as to the kind 
of program to undertake i n the county. They have the respon-
sibility of seeing t hat every section of the county is repre-
sented at meetings of agricultural importance, and seeing 
that t he best interest of the county is looked after in re-
gards to agricultural mat ters. Also, tm members of the 
County Agricultural Committee are expected to attend the 
advisory meetings. 
2o County 4ommlmi~ Agricultural Committees and Neighborhood 
Leaders: 
a. Names of communiti es and neighborhoods organized for 
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3. !'rograms handled through voluntary leaders: 
a • .Permanent ,tiastures: 
The County Agricultural rlanning Committee served as a 
Commit tee for the encouragement of the planting of more 
permanent pastures. The methods f'ollowed were to talk 
w.i. th farmers lb om they knew and to encourage them to 
plant more pastures using the proper seed mixtures and 
to improve the pastures now started through the use of 
lime and more commercial fertilizers. 
bo Farm Labor Shovr: 
For our Farm Labor Show wi ich was held in November t.he 
merchants of Conway formed as a voluntary committee to 
draw the crowd to the show. They organized themselves 
into groups to take charge o:f the several things whidl 
were to be done. One group handled the publicity while 
another group got up a large number of prizes which 
were given away at the end of the show. 
c. Distribut i on of Di sease Resistant Sugar Caae: 
With '&he entry of a small number of stalks of the C.0.290 
Mosiac Resistant Variety of sugar cane in the county there 
was need f or the caneto be distributed to all farmers who 
wanted it. A voluntary group agreed to take small por-
tions of the cane and each fall sell a certain portion 
of their production to their neighbors 'Who would agree to 
do likewise. This method bas succeeded in getting the 
cane fairly well distributed over some sections of our 
COWlty. 
COUNTY EXTENSION ORGANIZATION: 
Changes in Horey County Extension Staff: 
The .following listed changes have occurred in the Horry County 
Extension Personel during 1947: 
(a) Lucilla Stuckey was appointed Assistant Home 
Demonstration Agent on January 1, 1947. 
J:'Tesent Extension Staff: 
(a) White Workers: 
v. M. Johnston., County Agent 
Don A. Benton, Assistant County Agent 
.P. s. fiage., Fann Labor Assistant 
Margaret Cloud., Home Demonstration Agent 
I,ucille Stuckey, Assistant Home Demonstration Agent 
Lucille Olltlaw., Secretary. 
(b) Negro Workers:· 
WJ ¥. Johnson, County Agent 
County Agricultural .t'lanning Cormnittee: 
The County Agricultural .t>lanning Committee is listed under 
"County, Community., and Neighborhood Urganization o.f Volunteer 
Farm and Home Leaders"• 
This committee acts in advisory capacity to the county agents 
in planning and carcying out the extension program of work in 
Horry County. 
The following listed county organizations cooperate with the 
County agents in planning and carrying on the program of 
Extension Work: 
Hor~J rroduction Credit .A.ssociation 
Farm & Home Administration 
Lions• Club 
Conway Chamber of Commerce 
Agricultural Production & M'arlceting Ass:>ciation 
Soil Conservation Service 
Burroughs & Collins Compaey-
f 
Ganal Wood Corporation 
County Forest r-J Service 
County Council o:f Fa.rm. Women 
County Home Demonstration Clubs 
Horry County Health Department 
Four-H Club Leaders 
Local Business Men 
Rural Electrification Authority 
Vocational Agricultural Education Department 
Horry County Farm Bureau 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS: 
AGRICULTBRAL ECONOMICS: 
The Extension .t:Togram of Work for 1947 in Agricultural Economics 
consisted of holding one county wide outlook meeting and several 
community outlook meetings. Several fa.rm demonstrations were 
planned, as si stance was given to returning veterans and publici~y 
was given to the keeping of complete farm accounts and the 
keeping of complete farm and home accounts. 
outlook Meeting: The 1947 Agricultural <htlook .Lnf'ormation was 
presented at one county wide meeting with 175 in attendance and 
seven coI!lill.unity meetings with 396 in attend.a.nee. All farm fami-
lies who attended these meetings were very pleased with the 
information given them. 
Complete Farm Records: No complete fam. records were kept in 
Horry County this year. 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING: 
The program o:f work for 1947 in Agricultural Engineering included 
the care and repair of farm machinery I the care and repair of 
electrical equipment, the furnish of farm. building and dwelling 
plans and a Four-H tractor maintenance school. 
SUMMARY OF FARM BUILDING .!:'JANS FURNISHED: 
Equipment. 
Farm Dwellings 
General PUrpose Barns 
.t'oultry 
Dairy Barns 








In 1947 much equipment was released and the Horry Electric 
Cooperative has been doing nmch more work than they were able 
to do during t he war years. So far this year 1127 extensions 
have been made and 4,055 patrons are being served. 
SUMMARY OF KRAL ELPXJTRIFICATION NOW IN COUNl'Y: 
lliles of Line 194 7 Extensions Members 
800 1127 4,o5.5 
AGRONOO': 
The agronomy program for 1947 was conducted along the fillcnring 
lines: farmers were given as much assistance as possib:S in the 
selection and procurement of good planting seeds, special emphasis 
was placed on tobacco production and the increasing of corn yields 
by bett er fertilizat ion and tlE selection of adaptable hybrid 
varieties. Farmers were advised in the use of lime and the 
establishment of permanent past.U1'es. Farmers wereadvised in the 
planting and f ertril ization of small grains. Also assi stance 
was given in the procurement ef legumes for soil building crops. 
Much publicity was given to the planting of annual grazing crops 
and to the planting of legumes for hay. 
Fertilizers: At the county and cennmmity outlook meetings Mr. 
J.M. Lewis, Extension Tobacco Specialist, discussed in full the 
tobacco fertilizer situat ion for 1947 and advised farmers in 
regards to which fertilizers to use and which to leave off! 
Also our farmers have been advised to procure their fertilizer 
early next year. 
Lime:· Special publicity has been given in regards to the importance 
of lime in the fertility of our soils. Farmers have been and 
are being advised to make use of the facilities offered by the 
Triple A ~ rogram. Man.y farmers have taken advantage of this pro-
gram and much lime is coming into the county. 
Corn: The work done on corn this year has been to advise and give 
much plilblicity to the increasing of corn yields by the addition of 
commercial fertilizer. Also stress has been given to better methods 
of production and the use of winter cover crops preceeding the corn 
crop. Some experimentations have bean done with hybrid corn and 
some progress has been made towards the selection of better 
adaptable varieties . Al so roper use and placement of commercial 
fertilizer has been publicized. 
-u.. 
Hybrid Corn: Four demonstrations were conducted on hybrid com. Yields 
ranged from thirty-rive to sixty-five bushels per acre. However, the 
corn is unsatisfactory due to softness. 
. . . 'I'ie'la--Yieia. 'Cost ~OS~ 
Iame Acres Bu. Acre !Tod. Bu. Value Crop Profit 
~~ .... ~ 
.._ ., _______
Henry Cook 8 520 65 1403.85 $ .ql 1780.00 $376.lS 
E. V. Goodyear ~ lO 55 68.65 .62 165.oo 96.35 
Ee M. Meares 10 450 45 377.80 .84 675.oo 297.20 
J. o. Ayers 7 245 35 305.]$ 1.25 367.50 62.35 
James Anderson 4 200 ,0 192.70 .96 300.00 107.30 
D. L. Martin 10 300 30 377.45 1.23 450.00 72.55 
T. P. Goodyear 4 180 45 154.80 .86 210.00 J.J.5.20 
Mack Smith 2 70 35 72.30 1.03 105.oo 32.70 
Joe Blount 5 175 35 124.30 .11 262.50 138.20 
Tota.Is ~2- 2,2';0 $2077.00 13375.00 Jl]91J.oo 
Averages -----44 39.95 .92 24.94 
SMALL GRAINS: 
Oat Production: The work done with oats consisted of three demonstrations. 
A summary is given as folovrs: 
SU: !ARY a T DEL NSTRATIONS: ---
. No.- To'ta! Yie!a 
Name Acres Yield Per Acre Value Cost Profit 
P. S • .Page 6 180 30 $180.oo $ 84.JO $96.70 
D. L. Martin 8 240 30 240.00 ll.00 129.00 
E. M. Meares lO 400 40 400.00 101.1, 298.25 
Totals 24 820 1820.M '291.o"S 1523.95 
Avera~es 33 34.17 12.37 21.83 
This summary siows that the average yield per acre was 33 bushels 
Barley J:>roduction: The work done with barley consisted of one demonetration. 
I summary is given as .r olows: 
, DEMONSTRATION: 
- Total Yield 
Ha.me NooAcres Yiel<! ~~ ~lil,e. .... Vaa.,]1.,.1e..__.,.eo_at ___ Pr...aA..,£ . it.,__ _ 
N. T. Colins 3 120 40 $150.00 $48.82 $101.18 
This summary shows that the average yield per acre was 40 bushelso 
Wheat production: The work done with wheat consisted o:t four demonstrations. 
A summary is given as follows: 
SUMMA.RY WHEA.T DEMONSTRATIONS: 
No. Total !leld 
Name Acres Yield Per Acre Value Cost Profit ~--
Joe Blount 4 120 30 $240.00 t 78.50 $161.~0 
D. O. Heniford 6 210 35 472..$0 112.ao 359.10 
E. M. Yem,es 4 120 30 270.00 77.30 192.70 
w. H. Bratcher l 40 40 80.00 24.55 .55.4.5 
Tota.ls: - "-15 . 490 t10o2.S0 1292.85 #'769.35 
Averages 34 70.80 19.52 51.29 
Annual Grazing 2!2E!!. Four demonstrations in the production. o:f annual. 
grazing crops were cmidu~ted. A summary of these demonstrations follows: 
SUMMARY OF ANNUAL GRAZING CROl'S DEMONSTRATIONS: 
~~ 
Name No. Acres Kind of Grazing Results -
c. D. Blanton 10 Sudan Grass Good 
A. B. Jackson 3 Sudan Grass Good 
Don Waddington 6 rearl Millet Good 
H. H. Lee 12 -"earl Millet Good 
Soil Building :Crops Turned under: In 1946 one soil building 
demonstration using cr otolaria was condi.cted. The cDotolaria in this demon-
stration ma.de good growth and the effects of the crop turned under are shown 
on this year's yield of corn. 
Name Crop Turne_d_,U~n~d_e_r __ _.;;In;..;;.;.c_rea.;;_s;..;e;...;;:in.;;;;...c;;.;o;..;;m:.;;:...J!..l?:=.e.;;:l=.:d~p.::.e=-r..:a:.;c:.:r~e 
w. O. Hardee _ __ ~ Crotola_ri_·a _________ ..;15::....=Bu:.=.:.•-------
This summary shows that crotolaria turnea. under increased the yield o:r 
corn fifteen bushels p;;r acre. 
Soil Building Demonstrations Now Underway: We have su: soil building 
demonstrations now underway. A swmiary is as .follows: 
_ ___. ____ ~-~SUMMARY SOIL BUIIDING DEMONSTRATIONS: 
_Name __________ ._._l{o,._A_cr~A~s-. ________ _i.ObAU:1sae~r:va!Ui.lt"i~oun __ _ 
W. o. Hardee 40 
w. J. Cherry 10 
Elmore Grainger 33 
Mrs. E. H. Meares 
1
~ 







Lespedeza for hay: Tse fellowing farmers planted lespedeza for hay: 
Name No. Acres Yield .i'er Acre Total Yield 
H. E. Stevens 4 4,500 lbs. 18,000 lbs. 
D. M. Lupo 2 2,500 lbs. 5,000 lbs. 
N. T. Collins 3 21500 lbs. 7,500 lbs. 
E. .l:'. Hardee 6 2,000 lbs • 12,000 J..bs. 
J. C,. Ayers 4 2,250 lbs. 9,000 lbs. 
w. o. Hardee 6 2,333 lbso 14,000 lbs. 
L. W. Willia.ms 8 1,875 lbso 15,00J lbs. 
E .. M. Meares 16 2}225 lbs ., 35,ooo lbs. 
Donnie Chestnut 2 2,000 lbs., 4,000 lbs. 
Julia E. Bell 2 1,750 lbs. J,500 lbE. 
P. s. Page 4 2,000 lbs. 8,000 lbs. 
Luga G. Moore t 2,000 lbs. 4.,ooo lbs. 
0, L. Todd 6 1 ., 875 lbs., 15,ooo lbs . 
c. C., Housand 2 2,500 lbs . 5,ooo lbs . 
Harvey Bu.Uock 2 1 2 750 lbs. 3 , .500 lbso 
69 33,956 lbs. 158 ,ooo lbs. -
A.ll .farmers planting lespedeza for bay were well pleased 11':i.th both the 
yield and the quality of bay, and pre.ferred over the old time cowpea hq • 
.Permanent .t>astures r Work during 1947 pertaining to permanent pastures 
consisted of helping farmers improve already established pastures, and 
in helping eight .farmers build new pastures. There are many good_.perma,.. 
·nent pastures now in the county as a result of the work done withJ.the 
la.st five years. A SUl'.lllil8cy of new permanent pastures is as follows: 
SUMMA.RY OF NEW PERMANENT PASTURES FOR 194 7 :, 
Name Acres Grasses Seeded 
P. D. Altman 3 Lespedeza, Carpet Grass 
Dal.las Grass. 
Mrs. Ellen Jordan 1 Lespedeza, carpet Grass 
Dallas Grass. 
vV. J. Cherry 1., Lespedeza, carpet Grass 
Da:l.las Grass. 
. { . o. Hardee 1.5 Lespedeza, Carpet Grass 
DaJ.las Grass 
L. M. McDmvell 2 Lespedeza, Carpet Grass 
Dallas Grass. 
J. H. Horne 5 Lespedeza, Carpet Grass 
Dallas Grass 
D. M. Chestnut l Dallas Grass, carpet Grass 
Total Acres ,~ 
-1.4-
PastllI'e Fertilizer Demonstrations: Two pasture .fertilizer demonstra-
tions were conducted. In these demonstrations varying amounts of lime, 
super phosphate, potash and nitrogen were applied to the several plots 
in each pasture. A summary of each of these demonstrations follows. 
OBSE:I-1.V."'..TIONS: PASTGl·.:: D-::-.~ C:TS'::'R.'i.TION 
County _ _,,,H=O=rry=----- ·--- -~ arm _ __.,,Ccae.....,D=._..B.,,.J_a,..,n ... t,.""'on _______ _ Location _..,,,l.......,Mi=· l ... e=.....,Wi=-=e=s=t'-=Gr=-e=e=n"'--"Sea='--------
Soil T'Jpe _ _..;P::;...o.....;rtc...=s_mo---'--'u-'-th_· ______ Upl and or Bottoml an ::1 __ B=ot=t=o=ml=a=n=d~-- Dc- te Establi~hed March, 1946 
Dat e Checked _.....91-/=24,i/....,h.S.J7.__ ___ O½s erver ---=W ..... _.H_,. ,L-->Cr~a~v"""en~ Other 0'J1:erver s s, A.. Redfearn __________ _ 
F <'0 100 .. , J . - 7 vr-; • f'O oo ~ . I , • r,, . 70- ,..0 S• 60- 70 . F • !; 0-c,O . . ··- - -F · Fa; Jure - };c,-,e 
1:1 Leq-ume s I Co:r..~-~ition I! i Gr a sses I I ' ,rw:Wl,.JAs~ '1 1 1!1 .Free j ' -. , Da - , , I Plot ; i Car- l I Treatment I Av. ll ; i Av . 1 ! Vir:or 1 -2 , ds · ;. v. Ho. ! ¥et. );i;z I -
300# Superpho'r I I I I I I I I 1 200/I M. J:'Otas~ E I lo I . E s G s s VG vn ~?.M 1\1 -'Jnrr>h 
1 
'300# superpbat , 
I 11 I 2 100# M. Potasl :I s I VG E VG 32# N.-;rune j s G G s 
! l I I 3°'* :::;uperpho ·r 3 ! llvo , 100 M. ~otash 1 s n Cl s s E VG 
i 600# b'uperpho ~-4 J 200# M. .Potas 1· 
s VG E VG E s t n G s 
! ! SI 5 Check I ¥ s E G (No Trea.t m~nt. G p s ~ 
l Ton Basic ,I 6 Sl.ag 






10 I . 
Remarks: .t-lots l and 2 did not receive nitrogen iI1 1947--not available. This past1r e composed large]J" of caipet 
grass With fair amount of White Clover has furnished excellent grazing and is in a vigorous condition. 
Aver age 
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Burroughs & Collins Co_._ _ ____ i,oc~· t::.an 4 mj •. N.E. Conway on Commm::iity :Ro.id 
l:pl ;:,nd or Bat t o:nlan:' _Bot.tam) aod T")r, t "' 'i'c+ ~'--1 ]· ' •·er' • ' <- ,,. l,c' ;J •. : d • -:ll=-'9'1'-4trl7'---------
--
V. M ,J hnston ··---- Uthe!' O'·;r,er ver s ---,~~-.1Aw--£n~,.1t.:J..,cea~,__ ________ _ n ., •-• fl.81:ot.1:eam 
S: 60- 7D 
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io I 1,-..___; ________.__ _ _..... __ .L __ ,L__....L.._--l __ 4-_--L.l1--_.. __ ,.__ _ _...._~--+----1..--.u_ ___ _.... __ --+_--I..,_,_ ______ _ 
tcmarks: Phosphate for plot 1 was not available but will be applied next spring. Treated area is much underg;razed; · 
both grasses and legumes are in a very vigorous condition. Pasture has furnished tremendous amount of ~az:pig and 




The c. o. 290 Mosiac resistant variety of sugar cane is continuing to 
spread rapidly over the county. As a result of this variety of sugar 
cane the production of sugarcane and syrup is increasing rapidly in the 
county. A large number of fann.ers are of firing this cane for sale: 
The follovr.i.ng is a summary of those llbo have c.o. 290 cane for sale: 
Name Varlet Ho. Stalks 
Pierce Stricland c. o. 290 3,000 
D. B. Hardee c. o. 290 1,000 
Coy Vaught c. o. 290 10,000 
D. M. L'!tpo c. Oc 290 2,000 
H. L. Davis c. o. 290 2,500 
A. c. Ben·~on c. o. 290 1,000 
Joe Blount c. o. 29U 1,500 
Tobacco: 
Fifteen tobacco demonstrations were conducted in this county With a total 
of 60.9 aores being planted. A total profit of $29,405.66 were ma.de on 
these demonstrations. A summary is as follows: 
SUMMARY TOBACCO DEMONSTRATIONS: 
?lo.b'r Yield Yield Ibs. Total Total 
Name Acres J,.bs 1 ~ ;c aii;.;.:~ VsJ.11§ Co§t ,f'.J:ofi:lc 
H. E,. Stevens B.5 16.,648 1,958 $8,240.,58 $2,:JJA.45 $6,094.13 
L. .t'. Willi~ 5o5 4,500 818 1,980.00 1,249.45 130.55 
E • .k'. Hardee 5 3,500 700 1,645.00 882.80 . 762.20 
D. M. Lupo 2 ft., 250 l,125 996.44 428.25 568.19 
w. o. Hardee 4 7,168 1,792 3,376.oo 865.60 2,510.40 w. o. Hardee 3 4,980 1,66o 2,234.00 159.05 1.,i~11+.95 
J. R. Scott. 4.1 5,190 1,412 2,591.89 927.60 1,664.29 
J. R. Scott 2.5 4,462 1,865 2,315.50 492.70 1.,822.80 
A. c. Benton 4 4,812 1,203 2,408.00 1,1.60 l.,570.40 
James Anderson 4 6,000 1.,500 2,889.00 1,052.00 1,837.00 
James Anderson 2 3,000 1,500 1,530.00 474.10 1,055.90 
JimW. Glasgow 3 5,898 1,966 2,796.32 686.80 2,109.52 
Jim W. Glasgow 5 B,528 1,105 4,230.58 897.85 3,332.73 
and Gagum 
.P. S • .t'age 5 8,200 1,640 3,460.oo 1,334.75 2,125.25 
.1:1. s. J:>a~e 3.3 ·51.979 1,812 2,55o.90 803.55 1,747.35 
Totals: 60.9 89.,0l:S I L3,24li.21113.,838.~ $29,405.66 
Averages: t 1510 109.75 227.23 482.85 
l , 
'robacco Fertilizer Demonstrations: Two tobacco fertilizer demonstra-
tions were conducted to determine the effects of additional nitrogen 
and potash applied as a side dresser. In these demonstrations an 
additional 100 lbs. of .Nitrogen of Soda and 200 lbs. of Sulphate 
of Potash nre applied as a side dresser when the tobacco was about 
si.X inches high. 
As a check on the results of the Nitrate of Soda and Potash as a side-
dresser, accura§e records were kept on the production and value of an 
adjacent field in each case that received no side dresser. 
A summary of the side dressing demonstrations and the check d.emonstra 
lions follow: 
SUMMARY OF TOBACCO FERTILIZER DEMONSTRATIONS: 
Yiel Total vane 
o. of (lbs) lbs. per 
Name Acres er A. Tota.L Value lb Cost Profit 
Jim w. Glasgow 3 5,HB 1,966 2,796.32 .47 $686.80 $2,169.52 
D. Y. Lupo 2 2,250 1,125 996.44 .44 428.25 568.19 
Totals• 
Averages 1545. 
SUMMARY OF TOBACCO CHECK DEMONSTRATIONS: 
----------- - ---------------------"I a ue 
o. of Yield Total Per 
Acres (Lbs.) lbs per .l Total Value Lb. Cost Pro.fit ----~---
A. c. Benton 4 4,812 1,203 2,408.00 .49 $8J7.6o $1570.40 
Jim W. Glasgow 5 8,528 1,705 4,230.58 .50 897.85 3;31i73 
&~um 
To 9 13,340 ~ ,6)8.58 $1735.45 $4903.13 
A_ v,_e_r __ ag-e~- -- --- -~4,_ _ _ _.7.,..4....,7 ..... 6 __ 2___ .h9........,5 .... 19........_2...,.8 __ 2 ____ 5.,...hh_,,, ... 7 .... 9_
1 
~:- This summary- shows that the fields receiving the additional 
m trogen and potash as a side dresser ma.de 91 pounds more per acre 
and ~ld for $8 0 93 more per acre. 
I , 
Blue Yold Control~ Nineteen farmers conducted demonstrations in the 
control of blue mold. One of these farmers used t'arabacco llhile the 
other eighteen used Fermate. A summary is as follows: 
SUMMARY OF TOBACCO BED TREATMENT FOR BLUE MOID DEMONSTRATIONS: ·-
Sq. Yds. inao 
Name Treated Treatment Ne. Lbs. No. Treatments Results 
s. c. Osborn 1,000 Fermate J.50 4 Good 
Wilbur Rabon 300 Fermate so 4 Good 
Clyde Drew 300 Fermate so 3 .l::'oor 
H.B. Rordan 400 Fermate J.50 4 Good 
H. L. Davis 1,000 Fermate 200 6 Good 
Joe Blount 800 Fermate 200 ~ Good J.E. Rich 500 Fermate 115 Good 
Jim W. Glasgow 300 Ferm.ate 15 4 Good 
J. C. Ayers 2.,.soo Fermate 250 6 Good 
D. H . Lttpo 1,000 Fermate 515 7 Good 
H. E. St evens 400 Ferma.te D$ 80 5 Good 
B. Fulla:mi 400 FerrJAte Bo 6 Good 
E. 11. Meares 1,000 Ferwte 200 6 Good 
Jim Gagum 200 !i'eri.:w:te 400 6 Good 
Charl ie Glasgow JOO Fer.wa.te 60 7 Good 
Jessie Glasgow 200 Fer.site 40 8 Good 
Trenton Hinson 500 ::;'3:r.:.18.te 100 5 Good 
A. c. Sell.a.rs 200 Fe!"lJe.te 40 6 Good 
P. L. Elvington 1,500 .t'.:1ra cco 125 5 Good 
Total 1'2°.,1300 101 
Average 5 
Tobacco Bed Weed Control Demonstrations: Thirteen .tamers conducted de-
monstrations in the control of weeds on their tobacco plant beds. A 
SUll1lllal"Y is as follow-s: 
SUMMARY TOBACCO PLA.NT WEED OONTROL DEMONSTRATIONS: 
s'q. Ycis:-Kina or Amount Treat.ant 
Name Treated Treatment .Per Sq. Yard Results 
Barnay Long 200 Cyanamid l lb. Good 
E.W. Johnson 1,000 Cyanamid l lb. Good 
R. c. Cooke 200 Gyana.mid 1 lb. Good 
Charlie Glasgow 300 Cyanamid 1 lb. Good 
Jessie Glasgow 200 Cyanamid 1 lb. Good 
Clyde Drew 300 Cyanamid 1 lb. Good 
rchie Calhoun 400 Cyanamid 1 lb. Good 
s. c. Osborn 1,300 Cyanamid 1 ll>. Good 
H. L. Davis 1,000 Cyanamid 1 lb. Good 
Jim w. Glasgow 400 Cyanamid 1 lb. Encellen6DI. 
J.E. Rich 400 Cyanamid 1 lb. Ellcellat.UD 
Joe Blount 800 Cyanamid l lb. Good 
W. o. Hardee 1,800 C namid 1 lb. Ellcellent 
.Practically all of these plants grew off well and as you can see from the 
results the weeds were controlled. 
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Tobacco Information Meetings: In February, 1947 seven community tobacco 
Iii inf orma. tion meetings wera held in the larger comnmni ties of the oo unty. 
Mr. J. M. Lewis., Assistant Extension Tobacco Specialist discussed at 
length all the tobacco problems which we are familiar with such as 
plant bed weed control., blue mold control, plant bed and field fertilizer 
recommendations and the diseases of tobacco. Almost .four hundred 
.farmers attended these meetings and seemed to be well satisfied with the 
information gained. As a result of these meetings there was a shortage 
of Fermate due to the increased demand. · 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY: 
SWine 
The 1947 program of work with hogs consisted of placing purebred sires., 
furnishing inf'or.mati0n on treating hogs for intestinal parasites., 
information on feeding practices and general sanitation problems and 
marketing hogs. 
Purebred Sires: Five purebred sires were placed with five farmers this 
year. A summary of these placings follows: 
Name Number Breed AgeX Cost 
H. L. Davis 1 Poland China 6 Mos. $25.oo 
D/ M. Lupo 1 Poland China 7 mos. 35.oo 
A. • Br.rant 1 Duroc Jersey 
C. L. Lamber t l Duroc Jersey- 6 Mos. 45.oo 
Larve Booth 1 Duroc Jersey 8 Mos. 15.oo 
Following is a summary of purebred boars placed ey years since 1936 












Total Placed 61 
Due to tre scarcity of hogs the Horry ld.vestock Asoociation has made 
only one shipment of hogs during the year. 
The following is a summary of the 1947 hog shipment: 
SUMMA.RY OF HOOS MARKEI'ED: 
No. ;:;nippers No. No. 
_Mo_n_th _____ _ _ Cars Hogs Net Pounds Sold Net Returns 
November 41 l lo6 
Average Weight Per Hog 219.2 
Average Net return Per ¥ound 27.94 
23t235 $5t284.91 
FollQlfing is given a summary of cooperative shipments for Horry County 
since 1935: 
Year Cars TrUCks No. ShiEEers Head Weight Net Returns 
1935 " 4 15 90 20,120 $ 1,467.ll f 
1936 7 19 459 86 , 901 8,412.75 
1931 20 226 1244 225, 752 20,004.21 
1938 39 635 2733 479 , 162 38., 896 .09 
1939 32 583 2.338 396,712 26,337.90 
1940 ..;9 158 651 127,441 7,029.39 
1941 38 698 3637 524,739 45,545. 23 
1942 56 986 5177 1022,759 124, 007 . 75 
1943 61 1272 5148 1042, 385 :Ll.+2, 342.02 
1944 42 744 . 2756 692,177 73 , 458 044 
1945 16 2 355 937 221, BJO 31,577075 
1~6 00 00 -
1947 1 41 106 23 , 235 5,284.91 
~790 21ii I I 
Totals: 321 6 JUIX ilUJUJl 477~224 $523,365.55 
The agent answered the requests of quite a few farmers pertaining to 
hog feeding, sanitation and general ma.naeement. 
Dual Purpose Cattle 












The following is a ~ry of purebred bulls now in the county: 
Name 
Burroughs & Collins 
Fister Fowler 










The following is a summary of purebred heiffers now in the county: 
. Name 
Burroughs & Collins 





The dairy industry in H0 r:1y County is very BDl8.ll and the prospects for 
its enlargement arc slim due to a lack o:f interest on the part of its 
farmers. Our efforts have been t try to encourage more farm families 
to own milk cows and to take better care of the cows they now have. 
Ma.n;r farmers were assisted in the establishment of pastures and the 
growing of grazing crops to better feed the cows on hand. Assistance 
was given to the dairymen in the county in the procurement of pasture 
grass seed and pasture fertilizer recommendations. 
ENTCJAOLOGY & Pr.A.NT PATHPI,OGY: 
Numerous radiD broa.dcastsfand newSDaper ·articles have been devoted to pUDilci~y on~e con~ro~ seasonai plant d;i.seases and insects during 
the yea:r. An untold number o:r farmers have/He!f½ed through this 
publicity. Also additional numbers of farm people have been assisted 
through personal visits by the agents as well as lffice calls by the 
tanners. Sever al undred bullentins on the use of DDT and the control 
of tobacco insects and diseases have been distributed; also information 
on the control of. some of the most familiar insects and diseases has 
been dissiminated through 4-H Club Boys: 
FORESTRY: 
Our forestry work consisted of our helping .farmers to procure pine 




P.ine Seedlings Destributed: OUr orders for pine seedlings were misplaced 
in the State Forester ' s Office and none of the seedlings ordered were 
delivered. One substitute order of 1,.500 Loblolly pine seedling was 
received. 
A summary of the orders placed is as follows: 
Name 
W. M. Long 









Woodland. exa.mina tions and selective cuttings: Three Horry County Farmers 
were assisted wit h t heir t i mber marking, thinning and marketing. A 
summary is as follovrs: 
Name No. Acres Examined No. Acres Marked Bel. Ft. :Marked ----~--~~--~~ 
Cordie t'age 
Mrs. H. L. Misenheimer 10 
s. H. Brown 58 
l.50 294,086 
Rural Fire Prevention Work: Through publicity n have done most of our 
work on £ire prevention. Use has been made of the radio broascast, news-
paper articl sand per sonal contacts; also leaflets have been destributed 
all over the county advertising the danger of .forest fires. The agent 
has been and still is cooperating with the county forest ranger to 
publicize the prevention of fires. Farmers are be:i,ng cautioned in their 
burning of hedge rows and. ditch banks. 
Forest~ Thinning Contest: Two five acre woodland tracts were entered 
in the ive acre thinning contest. Both of the tracts were prize winners. 
Mr. E. M. Meares of Nichols , S. c., FJ.oyds Township won the .Pee Dee 
District Prize and Watson Smith of Myrtle Beach, s. c., Socastee Township 
won first County .Prize. 
The following is a summary of those entering the contest and prizes won. 
Name 
E. M. Meares 
Watson Smith 
Location Prize Won 
Nichols, S. c. District 
Myrtle Beach, SC First County 
Amount of Prize 
3125.oo 
25.00 
Scene in Mr. E. M. Meares' Five Acre District .t'rize Winning .Plot:. 
Assistant State Forester, w. G. Tiller, Mr. Meares and County Agent· 
in :Mr. Meares' Five Acre Tract. 
South Caroline Tree Farm Pro~am: One Horry County .farmer has qualifed 
as a tree .farmer under the South Carolina. Farm Program. . 
Mr. E. M. Meares of the Floyds Community qualified for this honor in June 
of this year. Mr. Meares has 600 acres of mature and growing timber. 
Most of the young timber is long leaf'. 
Arbor Day .Program: .lrbor Day was observed by a short program and the 
pl.anting of a cork oak seedling on the Court House gr<i>unds in Conway. 
Re:ferend D. H. Daniels, Pastor of the First Baptist Church gave a 
most interesting talk on trees. The pl.anting of the cork oak was 
sponsored by the Con~ Garden Club. 
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HORTICULTURE: 
Irish Pot atoes: Early dug Irish Potatoes sold in most instances for 
about fifty cents per]( hundred pounds above the support price11. but before 
the peak of the di0 ging season was reached, the price had dropped to 
the support price and the .Production and Marketing Administration was 
buying most of the crop. At the peak season the potatoes were not maving 
at all and hundred of bushels were piled in the woods to rot. This is 
the first time that we have ever eJq>erienced such a thing in Horry 
County-. All potatoes bought by the Production & Marketing dministration 
were inspected and bought according to grade. 
Two grower s kept records on their Irish Potato crop this year and made 
them avail.able to us. 
A Sl:1Illlllary of these demonstrations follow: 
SUMMARY IRISH POI'ATOES DEMONSTRATIONS: 
_Nam& _______ Acres To~ Yield Yield .t'er A. Value Cost Profit 
Total s : 
Aver ages 







Sweet Potatoes:: Eight farmers completed demonstrations in the production 
and marketing of sweet potatoes. 1. summary is as fellows: 
SUMMARY SWEET POTATO DEMONSTRATIONS: 
Name Acres Yield No. L'S Value Cost Irofit 
H. E. Stevens .a 227 $ 459.00 $119.95 $ 259.0fS E. M. Meares 4 820 2232.00 ma.oo 1094.00 H. E. Stevens 1 205 .510.00 212.95 297.00 Earl Hayes 26.8 5800 16540.00 6540.00 9640.00 James Anderson 1(1 190 475.oo 226.00 209.00 Joe Blount 2 436 1208 .60 526.00 682.60 H. L. Davis 2.::. 200 775.oo 432.00 775.oo A. C. Benton ] 2QQ 1i2a aa 195,00 22.s: aa Total.s 37 . 8 8048 $22 , 619 .~9429 .90 13181.$0 Averages 2) 528.aa 21,9,31 31iB,72 
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MARKETING: 
Cooperative Purchasing of Farm Surlies: Given below is a summary of 
products purchased cooperativelyor farmers in 1947:· 
SUMMA.RY OF COOPERATIVE PURCHA.SING2 1947 
,t'roduct ~,:mt?-tY Value 
Sugar Cane 3.,CXX> stalks • 75.oo Wheat 53 bu. 172.25 
Oatis 3.50 bu. .542.50 
Lespedeza 4,300 lbs . 688.75 
Carpet Grass 200 lbs . .58.oo 
Dallas Grass 200 . lbs. .IllO 00 
".'fnit,e Dutch Clover 100 J.bs 100. 00 
ladino Clover lB lhs. 35.93 
~oy Beans 2 ff blt o 21.25 
cotton Seed 2 bu. 5.,50 
Corn Seed 4 3/4 bu. 2B o00 
i:>traw erry .t'lants 101 000 plants lLOO 
Fruit Trees 297 1220 2:f 
}Jut Trees J2 22.60 
Crot olarla 2, 00) lbs . )f}J.,uO 
Si.veet .Pot ato Seed 2 bu, 2 .. 00 
Tobacco Seed 46 OZ o 75ou0 
Total: $2,370.19 
Foar-H Club Work: 
During 1947 seventeen 4-H clubs were organi3ed in fifteen different 
communities. A Sll.IlJ.m'3.ry of the enrollment of the clubs is given as follows: 







Socastee, Grammar School 






























4-H Club Demonstrations: The following is a summary of 4-H club demon-
stza:tiens completed in 1947: 
SUMMA.RY OF Cel.fPLETED DEMONSTRATIONS - 1947 
Demonstration No. Completed Value Products Cost Profit 
Corn 33 $3,446.20 $1,368.03 $2,098.17 
Timber Thinning 9 112.00 34.oo 78.oo 
Tobacco 13 4,258.00 1,872.45 2,380.55 
.Poultry 12 794.50 591.00 203.00 
Pig ( f attening 
Class) 146 8,655.05 6,429.64 2,224.31 
Pig, Sow & Litter ll 1,008.00 800.90 207.6o 
Calf, Bee.f 10 1,603.02 1,786.75 183.73(Loss) 
t'ota toes, Sweet 6 1,591.00 955.21 634.73 
Gardens 3 402.65 94.33 308.33 
Tota.ls: 2h3 tzl,825.42 $13,940.31 $7,950.Q/i 
This summary shows that the 4-B Cl.ub boys completed 243 demonstrations 

















4-H CLUB RECORDS: 












Following is given a summary of 4-H Club Records completed in 1947: 
SUMMARY 4-H TOBACCO RECORDS: 
Name Acres Yield Value Cost Profit 
Dick Johnson .5 500 t 225.00 $ 122.88 $ 102.12 
Mackie McCormick 1 1,000 450.00 222.00 228.00 
Dickie Clardy 5 l,D5 500.00 380.00 120.00 
Loris Graham .5 690 300.00 ll2.5f 187.43 
Lloyd Brown •. 5 600 240.oo 63.43 176.57 
Joe Strickland l 1,000 410.00 245.00 J.55.00 
Junion Thompkins .5 400 100.00 67.l.9 ll7.8l 
Mendel Ammons l 1,300 663 .00 107.38 555.62 
Bill Norris l 900 405.oo 214.00 191.00 
Junior Cooper .5 300 135.oo 61.00 74.00 
Alva Sanders 1 530 250.00 J35.00 ll5.00 
Han- Bryan .5 600 250.0) 71. O 179.00 
Ivv Bryan .5 6oo 2~e.oo 71 .oo 179.00 
Totals: 13:i 9.585.111$4~258.oo $1~872.116 $2.38o.55 
-Qle"t 
SUMMARY SWEET POTATO RECORDS: 
Name Acres Yield No. l's Value Cost .Profit 
IJ.eyd Todd 1. l.50 $ 200.00 $ 1.47.05 $ 52.95 
Horace Martin .5 67 123.50 53.51 69.99 
Do:rurie Lee Long 1 180 252.50 163.05 89.45 
Johnnie Thompkins 1 148 220.00 J.49.30 10.10 
Honoree Faircloth l 210 345.oo 192.JO ]52. 70 
PliJg Wi11ianu;1 1 310 450.00 250.00 199.30 
TOTALS: 5.5 1047 $111591.00 $955.21 $634.73 
SUMMARY CORN RECORDS: 
Name Yield (Bu.) Value Cost Profit 
J. R. Todd 35 $ 78.75 $ 37.66 $ 41.09 
Walten Jones 40 120.00 26.90 93.10 
Herman Ol'l'ens 38 85.50 51.29 34.21 
Wilford Smith 30 67,50 38.oo 29.50 
Max McDowell 65 143.25 23.60 119.65 
Darel CoDins 6o 135.oo 40.00 95.oo 
Joe 1-erry 40 90 . 0J 29.40 60.60 
J. D. McKenzie 45 110.J() 35.00 75.oo 
Clayton Royals 45 J..l .JJ 28.65 81.35 
Charles FuJJ.wood 40 90.JO 26.58 63.42 
CJ:-.xistophE:r 11cCormick 60 135.oo 22.8,3 ll2.17 
Harry Jones 40 . ~1. )0 35.oo 55.oo 
Luke 1Iishoe 90 232oJO 61.20 140.00 
Jose:::ih : ucks 35 78075 21.60 57 .:15 
:1cNicl Cooper 33 74 .. 25 34,.25 40.00 
,1ton Roberts 50 ll2.5J 38.95 73.55 w. G. Johnson 36 791120 34.46 44,.74 
H.P. Grainger 40 120.00 J2. 79 87.21 
Delano Hughes 25 56.25 33.46 22.79 
Robert Martin 35 78.75 33.30 45.45 
Vernon Roberts J5 33. 75 28.03 5.72 
J a.mes :aoberts l5 33.75 28.03 5.72 
James T:iomas 120 270.00 D.2 .40 157.60 
Billy Martin 75 168.75 61.32 107.52 
Marshall Rabon 50 ll2.50 all.66 77.84 
De·yl Squi es 40 90.00 47.29 42.71 
Bobby Johnso 60 135.oo 75.6o 59.40 
!)avid Harrelson 50 u2.oo 39.58 72.92 
Claud:i.se Bellamy 38 85.50 40.26 45.24 
J. L. Hamilton 40 90.00 39.82 50.18 
Elvis Miller 75 168.75 104.20 64.55 
Robert Martin 50 112.so 24.86 87.64 
Herby Watts 34 - 76.50 47.06 29.44 
Totals: 1.,5~2 .. $)44§_§.go $1,368.03 $2~098.17 ~ 
-Jo..:. . 
Average Yield Per Acre - ~.6 
• SUH!1ARY 4-H GARDEN RECORDS: 
---
Name Acres Value Cost Pro.fit 
Bernie Roberts .5 $ 40.40 $ 16.95 $ 23.45 
John D, Mishoe .s 112.25 22.05 90.20 
Max McDowell s 250.00 55.33 194.68 
Totals: 1.5. - - $402.65 $ 94.33 $308.33 
SUMMARY 4-H POULTRY RECORDS: 
--
Name Number of Chicks .Purchased value Cost Profit 
Weston Hardee 100 $ 80-,0 $ 60.50 $ 20.00 
Edgar Brown 15 15.oo 29.00 l.4.00 Loss 
Conrad Glasgow 100 80.00 68.oo 12.00 
H.B. Rabon 100 90.00 2L .oo 69.00 
::ctvrard Glasgow 52 52.50 25.50 21.00 
:..;dd. Smith zoo 125.00 120.00 5.00 
Tfonr1J Doyle 75 50.00 30.00 20.00 
vdrl !-Ioolrn 25 33 .00 24.00 1.00 
p:1illip Pearce 50 93 .50 42.00 8.oo 
Do:'1.ald Stcmley 25 100.00 20 .00 13.00 
So: --· Strickland 100 93.50 10.00 23.50 
L:.Li1'd Staley 100 100.00 81.00 J.9 .oo 
TOTALS: 942 $794.50 t591.00 $203.50 --
SUMMARY 4-H CALF RECORDS: 
No . Days Gain 
Name Animals Fed in Wt. Value Cost .Profit ---
P. L. Elvington,Jr. l 195 305 $ 211.00 $196.oo $ 15.oo 
Sonny \ifilliamaon l 195 330 195.14 214.10 18.96 (L) 
Geraldine 1fil2.ie.nson l l95 250 153.33 194.10 40. 77 (L) 
Shirley · d lliamson l 195 250 135.07 184.05 48.98 (L) 
Billy .t'age 1 195 270 161.05 155.15 5.30 
Jack Ayers 1 196 280 170.15 208.75 38.60 (L) 
Jack Ayers 1 196 230 146 • .50 201. 7.5 55.oo (L) 
Frank Jackson l 195 15 D_l.J.2 D.4. 75 3.63 (1.,J 
Brooks Jackson 1 195 60 ll0.21 130.75 20.54 (L) 
Alston Jackson 1 195 90 94.45 lll. 75 17.30 (L) 
Albert Royals 1 365 450 115.oo 75.oo 40.00 
Totals: 11 - ~J90 $1,!0J.02 $1,786.75 $183.73 Loss . 
-
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4-H Fa.t Barrow Contest: A 4-H Fat Barrow Show & Sale was held on November 
18, 1947. Seventeen Ii=H Club Boys exhibited forty-four fat baITows. Thirty 
4-H Club boys entered the contest, nineteen completed. The following is a 
summary of the 4-H fat barrow contest: 
Sill11\:ARY OF 4-H FAT BARROW WOIK-1947 
& 
Name No. Animals value Cost Profit 
K. W. Richardson 3 $192.13 $163.00 $ 29.13 
earl Cox 6 366.71 124.60 242.11 
Robert Lambert 3 179.69 103.00 76.69 
Dennis Smith 1 67.54 ,1.00 iv.,4 
Lewis Nance 3 93.J.5 92.00 1.15 
Raeford carter 3 165.88 D3.00 32.88 
Hoyt Reeister 2 68.73 31.90 37.83 
-verdell Rabon 2 55.27 30.00 25.27 
Levon Singleton 2 93. 79 83,00 10.79 
.ay Cooper ·1 62 .34 44.13 18.21 
Sich1ey Thompson 6 192.95 120.00 72.95 
Herman .... a.ubert 3 180.14 106.00 74.14 
J .. T. I ayes 1 59.02 45.25 13.77 
L<ebeclAe ,illiamson 2 11.5.17 94.95 20.22 
R. B. Mincey 2 122.05 80.00 34.o.5 
Ernest Mincey 2 122. 80 88.oo 34.80 
Junior Wilson 2 98023 70.00 28~23 
Totals: 45 $2 235.59 $1 466.93 $ 768.66 
Scenes at the Four-H Fat Barrow Show & Saler 
Robert ert with his Grand Champion Pen of Three. 
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Four H Club Boys at }Pat Barrow Show Pens 
SUMMARY OF FOUR- H PIG RECORDS: --------------
(FATTENING CIASSJ 
,ro--:--
_Name ______ Anima ½_ ___!~ue __ _ ~ ~~Cost , _____ .;..?r_o;:..;;f;.;;i;..;.t ___ -i 
· George n. .Pratt 
Joe Fogl e 
Will Hammond 





Franklin ;{alters l 



























Lee Johnson l 
Honald Cannon 1 
Carl.Graham 7E 
Benru.e,Cam1on 1 
Scarborough Co operl 
Dlthar Gore 1 
Diel<: Johnson 2 
gdward Sml th 2 
Davis l:!.dge 1 
Do Prince 1 
Paul Ll.lly 1 
Dennis mith 1 
?'raiicis :ivicCr ackin 1 
Will i am Hughes l 
Toby Lewis 1 
Wilbur Sr.ai th 1 
Mackli n Rabon 1 
Kenyon Smith l 
Robert Nobles l 
Charles Mccrackin l 
Bobby Davis 1 
~aul Jordan 1 
Bennett Jordan 1 
McDonaJ.d Cooper l 
Bobby Rabon 1 
Vernon Cl emons 2 
H. c. Powell 1 
Jinmzy- Bailey 1 
Billy Huggins 1 
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SUMMA.RY OF FOUR-H t'IG RECORDS, Continued: 
Benjamin.Anderson i $ 165.oo $145.oo $20.00 
Charles Gore l 66.oo 60.80 5.20 
Edward Shannon 1 35.oo 29.50 5.50 
~rles Johnson l 48 .oo 23000 25.00 
S~ Hucks 1 59 .40 32.00 27.40 
Bil:cy, Roy Carroll 4 150.00 132.00 18.00 
Eugene Carroll 3 36.90 33.50 3.40 
James Lee 1 35.oo 24.63 10.37 
Billy Gausey 1 47 . JS 38. 00 9.15 
B. J . !1cDovrell 1 66 .oo 37. ]3 29.87 
Buddie Grainger 5 75.oo 65 .oo lOaOO 
Le:mar Du11can 1 57~5o 60 .00 3.50 Loss 
uddy 1·i.ic})011ald 4 JSo.oo 105000 45.00 
Jack 0iJ g eton 1 50. 00 40 .. 00 10.00 
G-leason .Lee 1 48.oo 30.25 17.75 
J e Clardy 2 36.oo 29.00 1.00 
~l,rin Royals 1 63 .25 40.,50 12.75 
_ 'rank Bryant 1 45 .oo 31.30 13.70 
John Jordan 1 45.60 42 . 00 3.60 
rien.cy Davis l 109 . 75 97.00 12 .. 75 
n-a.i•ion Glasgow 1 14. 25 10. 50 4. 25 
uilbert .dourne l 60.00 60 .. 00 
rtal.ph Flower l 37. 80 33.00 4~80 
Bo.bby Gra;1.a.m l 20..,00 18000 2o00 
La rem Gra.inger 2 48.oo 43.,00 5.00 
FloJri Hughes 1 36 .,00 36.oo -,fayne King l 25 .. 00 23.75 1.25 
Lewis Causey 5 300000 110.00 130.00 
Floyd Go.ff 1. 62 .50 )6.75 25.15 
Daniel Todd 1 31. fi_O 29.00 2.50 
J ot>cyn i,el1a,., i;y- u 50 . 00 iu .. oo 9.00 
Jo~e,µh Cook 2 so.oo 46. 80 J.20 
.:'.t.wt n Toe: 1 20 . 00 18 . 00 2. 00 
l 'aul Jam:s 2 57 .. ~0 50. 00 $.50 
.!.., . J . :r ·1r:..tt l 3445u 48. 85 6.35 Loss 
{ill •rodd l 50.00 2a.oo 2.00 .,., 
na._ C. "(..u.Se 3 £-,6 .oo 68 .. oo 18.40 ~ 
'i'helbert 1~licrd 5 7:-i..21 65.oo 6.25 
Donald ~Iair 3 11~~20 oOO 27. 20 
Tilelton Lee 1 37 .~o 2:;.50 12.00 
Edward Sillith l 21.00 l7 . 0J 3.00 
Aubrey Hardwick 4 105.00 45.25 5?.15 
Armstrom Alford 1 38.45 15.05 23 .40 
Willie Smit h 1 60.00 30.15 29.25 
Leroy Shelley 1 52.80 47.25 5.05 
Hoyt ~orda.n 1 75.oo 43.50 31.50 
Ha r r-.r Dor.man 1. 65.oo 59.00 6.oo 
Edison Dor:nan 1 65. oo 59.00 6.oo 
Jack Hamilt on 1 30.00 18.70 ll.36 
Carl Dor .man 1 110.00 73.00 97.00 . 
' 
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SUMMA.RY 4-H PIG RECORDS: - Continued: 




BiJ.J .. y prince 
JJ.ck .t'rince 
D. J. 1Ie.r..L t t, 
Joc.::>:1 Cco::.,(;;;r 
.u:'.,_.._e..;i., 'i',y"leJ.' 
TT .. J01e::; L o -·· 
:...;d.lcsJ.'d J OilJ.l J~l 








:3ill;/ Jo 1as 
J e ui 1....; ~ •r 1 c. s 
..... c·: • _2.rt.i.c-i 

















$ 33.6o $23.00 $10.60 
25.oo 20.50 4.50 
27.50 24.50 J.00 
33.00 30 .on 3.00 
35.uo JJoOl) 2,00 
53 .UO 48.oo ~.oo 
14.25 L:.,~~ 12. 75 1.50 
60. uo 5u.ou 2.00 
36.oo 35ol0 .90 
17. lU J.5 I (}(J 2.10 
r::'4 00 .,. '. 4u.,uu 6.oo 
65cUO 50.00 15.oo 
25.uo ';"3 • .JO 2.00 
~ >n' ~
. ~?,419.~§ $4 952.71 $1 455.65 
SUMMA.RY 4-H PIG REpORDS: 
(SON & LITTER CIASS) 
1.se 
Pigs Farrowed No~ ... ~gs Value Cost Profit 
9 4 $ uo.oo $ 91.30 $ 19.70 
3 3 120.00 81.60 38.40 
6 6 69.00 42.00 21.00 
9 5 120.00 100.00 20.00 
8 6 70,.00 49.00 21.00 
5 5 90.00 79.00 :n.oo 
8 7 93.00 91.50 1.50 a 4 72.00 60 .00 12.00 
7 5 125,00 98.oo 27.00 
10 9 98.oo 78.00 20.00 
7 3 41.oo 31QOO 10.00 
76 51 $1 008.00 $800.90 $207.60 
Cork Da.k Acrons: 1,500 Cork Oak Acrons were destributed to 250 boys in 
the county. The names of all boys receiving acrons will not be given 
because everyone got acrons. However, a few boys do have cork oak acrons 
living. A summary of these having cork oak plants are as follows:-
&& 
Name .l\lo. of Plants Height in Inches 
Claudise Bellamy 6 6 
Bobby Harrelson l 12 
Heyward King 6 12 
Donald Jo~mson l 12 
earl Tyler 1 12 
Total: 15 
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4-H Timber Thinning: For the f irst ti.lie ever in Horry County a one acre 
4-H timber thinning cont~st was held. Twelve boys entered the contest 
but only nine finished their 1'ork. Twenty three dollars in prize money-
was given. First prize 1ras won by IicLaurin Thompkins of the Socastee 
Comrmmityo 
Following is a summary of the 1 acre 4-H Thinning Work: 
SUMMARY FOUR H TIMBER THitmING CONTEST: 
Name No. Corda Cut Value Cost Profit 
Earl Tyler 3/4 t 5.oo I 2.ou I J.oo 
Harold Thompkins lj 15.oo 5.oo 10.00 
Mc.1..1a.urin Thompld.ns 2 20.00 5.oo J.5.00 
:Ienry Joh! son lj 12.00 2.00 lu.uu 
Sidney Tho:Il_?son 1"'"" 20.00 5.oo 5.uo 
Hol:aes 'hrtj n l. 14.oo 5 00 9.ou 
:CobbJ 'lj.J.liams 2 18.00 .s.ou J.J.uu 
H[.rr:,- cbnson 1 4° BoOO J.ou 5 clXJ 
Frank Morgan 1 1q~o 3 .. uo ti.Ou ---
Totals: ~i _ 1_112.~ $34.oo f78.oo 
Scenes in Mc.L:l.urin Thompkins one acre 4-H Timber Thinning Demonstration: 
Assistant Forester, UcLaurin Thompkins and Assistant county .I.gent. 
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Assistant County Agent and McJ..iaurin Thompkins 
4-H Club C~: The annual 4-H club camp was held at camp Bob Cooper 
on June~ Fifty 4-H boys and twenty-two girls attended the ca11p. 
4-H Club Meetings: One hundred and twenty two meetings Tere held with 
the seventeen clubs organized in the county wijm a tota.,. attendance of 
2.,6o2. 
4-H Training Meetings: Two leadership training meetings were held with 
a total in attendance of 226. 
A. A. A. ACTIVITIES: 
The county Agent's work 1'i. th the triple a pt"ogram was limited to publicity 
and to an educational program vhich consisted of answering questions at 
the office. 
SUMMARY OF A. A. A. EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES: 
1947 
Days devoted to A. A. A. Activit ies •••••••• •••••• ••••• • • • • 10 
~o . Farm Visits Ma.de Re : Triple A • .t'rogram • • ••••• •.• , • ••• 8 
No. News Articl es Publicized Re: Triple A. rrogram .. .... ... 10 
No. Office Calls Re: Triple A. Program ..•.. .. ., •• • •• 250 
..1:"UBLICITY: 
Publicity work for 1947 consisted of writing circuJ.ar letters, individual 
letters, destri.buting bulletins , writing weekly news articles and weekly 
radio broadcast. A summary of this work follOW's: 
SUMMARY PUBLICITY WORK: 
Individula Letters Tritten • •• •••• ··~················ Circular Letters ••••• ••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Copies Mailed•••• • •~ · • , • • •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
.Press Articles ( ... or -:. .r r;; c01m.ty vmekly papers) ••. • . . • 
Bulletind estr ibute:d •••••• • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••• 








ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES WILL BE FOU'.ND 
SPECIMEN COPIF.S OF CIRCULA.R LETTERS 
I 
ISSUED DURING THE YEAR. 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL' COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITEC. STf.TES U ~ PAR.,.MENT OF 
,\GnlCL'LTUR E COOr>ERATING 
* 40 * 
COO PERA Tl VE EXTENSION WORK 
i t,, 
AGRICULTJRE M:D HOivlE ECO,\JOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CA~CLINA 
Conway, South Co.r ol ina. 
December 17 1 1946 
SHOWING OF MOTION PICTURES ON HOME CURED HEAT 
Dear Sir: 
In r~soonse to some requests for a.ssistvnce 
in curinr, mea t on the farm we ha ve arrar.r . .:: ' 1 for 
t he .:i howin g of a motion picture on 11Home Cure d 
Mea t'1 fo:- Th1,r'3day Night, December 19 a.t 7: 00 
o'clock a"t the Aynor High School. 
The pictures will la.st a.bout an hour and we 
believe that the information furnished in trase 
pictures will be worth the time spent in going to 
see them and vio should like to have you attend, 











----,..-. I I ~\ 
") 
f)~u Q. {3~~ 
Don A. Bonton 
Ass 't Cto. Agt. 
I '-'i/Yl<}: , , _,_ Cuts of Mea. t: (1) Ham V, I,,.·- · t\4,Jl"--,l::{2) Do.con {3J Loin 
V. M. Jo nstan (4) Shoulder (5) Head 
County Agent (6) Plate 
VMJ t loo 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STATlcS DEPJ.RTME.NT OF 
AGRICU LTURE COOPE.RA"T ING 
lets Ta.1A-
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COO PEF' ATI \IE EYTENSlr)rJ V./ORK 
i ~! 
AGRICULTURE At D HOi·v1J:: ECONOM ICS 
ST/TE OF SOU"iH CAROLINA 
Con':.ray , S outh Cn. rolino. 
Januury 15, 1047 
"Tl· f_( t'::,dci.,Y 
I a : 3 o It /t11. 
Fa r .hi ·pt <) L I P ;'v; ~ 
,J ci. NU cL ;~y o)Jj 111" 
Dear Sirt 
EXTENSION SEf1VICE 
.Agricultural facts th r. t should be of inter es t and importe.nce 
to you in your 1947 fc n :ing; o;,E"ru. tions vrill ".)0 rl5 sc11s snd at the 
Conway Grarmar School Tl,vrsr!\~J :,or nin G, J f...r ua.ry 23 r t 10: 30. 
Locnl f e rm r.1en f...nd wo!'1.€Jn r. loq; .-;ith l)istric t J.Gents , ,J . T. 
Lazar und rtiss C: rson , ,•,ill cli.s c1.1ss these f c.rr1 pr o½l ei:1s. 
Immodic t e ly following th<: dis c wi sions dor.ons trl,"t io:r.s in 
treating tobccco plr.mt 'iJerls for JJuc 1fol r1 ,.i.tr F, r 1Y. tc liust , £.nrl 
tre o.t in:; gr cc:i pi ne p ole_s •d t h Ziro--Cnlrrir1o for for.co post will :)CJ 
given. 
We ho ljeve t ha t this ·,cctin::; wi ll be of i nter e st to vou, 
Vr.:o ry tru l y yours, ,,,.- .. 
\ (}-' j) (_ i,f-:j 
U • JI). IJ, , ,~.;::-;,: /1 A ,,,., ,,,,,/ f'\ I . I 4," t.- , !, ,/V-V(t . 
V. T~ . J ,y"ldon 
Cotmty.A.gJnt 
Horry C 01uty Ext,msion Or g;o.niza'tion. : 
VMJ:lco 
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OOOPER.A.TIVE EXTENSION WOH.!i. IN AGRICULTURE AND ECONOMICS 
U. S. DEPARTMENT 01" AGRICULTURE AND STATE LAND•GRANT COLLEGES COOPERATING 
Doar Sir: 
ConwuYJ,- 80uth Ca r olina 
Murch 15, 1947 
Wo huve urrnngi=vl for the showinp.; of u notion picture 
on pastures o.n<i hay nu}'.:inc.; fc , T!'lurs r'\::1y night , ~!arch 20 a t 
6: 30 o. t Convn:iy Hi gh School ... 
Mr,, w. H. Crc:;v,m , E,,ter.sj m. Ar;:·~_mor:1i 1:1 t. Cler1son, will 
givo !l snort t o. lk on p£1.cture IDhlCillf~ D.ilt•. J"J~-'.10011,_;nco 
We hope t.hnt you o-·n o.rr::u.r,u ·~u ~-0'0cr1i.l this rn,0tinc; , 
'JC .. t:'Y truly :,uur; • I • 
J I / 
P.., L., I f --r I i /,"/, (._J,tr/·(..o?~-;; .I 
_/...)(.'( t, .(. , ,'.p- rL--t,c-;-0 '-' · 
Don 1 • Donton V .. i1. Jo~.f{'ls con 
11.ssista·'.lt County !:gent County 1, cn t VH~ : lco 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
-4J ... 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Conway, South crarolina 
lM.y 21, 1947 
TO ALL 4-H CLUB MEMBERS 1 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Below is a schedule of out" 4-H encampment to be held at Crunp Bob 
Cooper this summerr 
Length of' Encampment - Five Days 
First Meal - Monday Supper, June 2 
La.st Meal - Friday Lunch , June 6 
Our camp will be held fran June 2 through June 6. Bring Sheetil, 
blankets or quilts, toilet articles (soap, tooth brush, tooth paste, 
towels, canb, etc.),camp clothes, swim suit, and fishing equipment, if 
you intoncfto rI's'lii -:-- - -
~ub members 'Who are goint to camp pleaso moot at the County Agent's 
Office in Conway by nino-thirty (9,30) on Monday morning, Juno 2, 19h7. 
As is mentioned above, your first noa.l in carap will be suppor Monday , so 
bo sure to bring a. lunch for your mid-day moa.l Monday . Hnvo your folks. 
moot you in Conway by six (6100) P. M. on Juno 6 o.s this is tho timo you 
aro sohodulod to return. 
Enc lo sod you will find a. ce.rd which you mo.y uso to lot us know 
if you plan to attend co.mp. If you plan to attond curnp, plenso lot us 
know by roturn no.il. It is nocossnry tho.two hnvo this infom.o.tion so 
as to mako arrnngononts far you. 
Vary truly yours , . ~ 
V:.7[!~~ !!~/!:· 




COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRI C U L TURAL C OLLEGE 
OF" SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF" 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF" SOUTH CAROLINA 
Conway, South Carolina 
November 4, 1947 
PUI.P'"fOOD THIN UNG DE!W"J3TR.\.TI0 J, ll07F..HBER 12 . 
Dear Sir: 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
A demonstration in ti1e proper markinG , cutting, and 
stacking 01' pulp.Yood -ifill be Givs-n on Mr . 0 . E . llixon 1 s 
farm two miles wr st of Commy on the Potato Bed Ferry 
Hoad :redne sday m0rr1inf, November 12 at 10: u5 . 
This dernonstra tion 11,ill bo of part _cular in terost 
to those who have farm woodlands that should be thinned . 
Proper thinning is j11st as importa1t in timber as it is 
in young growing field crops . 
Canal ,food Corporation c>..nd t!'l.e IntPrnational Paper 
Company are raaking this ue !lOnstratton pos:,.i..ble, and vre 
hope t1 at you '.d.11 be out to see it . 
V0 ry truly yours , 
J.3;\ i I/ /?,, . ti(_..., l -.-r;:, 'L.J 
Don A. Benton 
rl.ssistant Com1ty i. gent 
Vi'.!J:lco 
I 
I I ' 
/ ) / J J- ~I. /4v0~~ 
'v. H. Johnston 
County A~cnt 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AG RIC UL TURE AND HOME _!::CONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Conway, South Carolina 
November 14, 1947 
FARM AND HOME IABOR SAVING SHo:.v, NOVEMBER 21 
10 :00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M. 
To All Horry County Farm Pe ople: 
On November 21 at West' f' ''.;1farehou.se in Conway you can see 
on display the largest er·,.-.,,·.., :~ m r., ~·arm and Ho11 e Labor 
Saving devices ever put ,_.-, .·'_;_,, ~c y :, :i Ik, rry Coun ,,.1. Two 
truckloads containing ei5.:i.1. - -·: _ : "'tl--or saving devices and 
L. .. ! .. ::;trative panels o.f la l:0~~ sCJ· srs from Clemson along with 
mm,e. ous commercial exhibits 01' la1)or saving things v'fill be 
on display. 
A collection of home-Jnade labor saving devices will also 
be on display at the show. 
Don't miss this opportunity to see the most complete 
collection of labor savers ever to be shown in Horry County. 
- ·..-r..,. 'tZ-.~ ...... 
'' Use of TRACTOR ?OWrR. 
snlf+s the heavy Jobs f-rom 
the work.er t-o \-he machine.'' 
Very truly yours, 
1J.' Tl l , /} (,,<t--/(_. ,.r, ~ ) .._.J 
V. M. Johnst'J:I 
County Agent 




1ok.e Hie labor out of. 
churning -
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL cot.LEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Dear Sir: 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
ST ATE OF SOUTH CAROLI NA 
TREE PLANTING DEMONSTRATION 
DECEMBER 3, 1947 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
aonway, South Carolina 
November 29, 1947 
We have arr~nged for a pine seedling planting demonstration 
at Burman H. Jones' farm near Adrian for Wednesday Morning, 
December 3 at 10:45 A. M. 
The State Forest Service and the Extension Forest Service 
are cooperating in this demonstration to show the proper method 
of planting young pine seedlings . 
If you plan to set any pine seedlings in the near future 
we believe it would be worth your time to attend this demonstration. 
Mr. Jones' farm is located about a half mile east of Adrian 
on the Good Hope Road. · 
Very truly yours, .' j c·-- / .. 
Jitn'lJ a,.'&,~ !, ~-µ / · ·;/4'~.z;;r,;r--t, . 
Don A. Benton V. M. Johnston 




On the fallowing pages will be found 
Specimen copies of News Artic1es issued 
during the year. 
January 20~ 1947 
THREE MILL.ION llRDS OF CLOTH: 
Three million yards of cloth or canvass as we call it is lots of 
cloth but that is somewhere in the neighborhood of how many )ards of 
cloth we have spread over tobacco plants beds in Horry County alone. 
To put this big figure in smaller terms or reduce it to acres it would 
be something like 620 acres. Can you imagine that much land covered 
in canvass? The cost o:f plant bed cover along will amount to almost 
$2001000.00 here in the county which is a real sizeable sum which is 
just a mere beginning of the cost of growing a crop of tobacco. When 
we stop to figure all the .cost tobacco will have to bring a good priee 
to pay its way. 
PERNA:NENT PASTURES: 
There isn't much more time to lose if we plan to get a permanent 
pasture started this year. The seed should be soffll in late February 
and the pasture land should be well broken up and allowed to settle 
thoroughly before the seed are so1111. 'l'o get all this done in time 
there is no time to lose . A ton or two of agricultural lime per acre 
should be applied and worked well into the soil. 
The following seeding mixture is recommended: 25 to 35 pounds of 
Dallas and if you like five to seven pounds of carpet grass, then this 
fall about October sow three to five powrls of White Dutch Clover or 
Lad.inc Clover. 
GOOD Til!ili: TO PAY DEBTS. 
A dollar won 1D buy very much these days but it goes quite a ways 
in paying debts. Back fifteen years ago, well in 1932 to be exact, 
it would have taken about 250 bushels of corn to pay a $100.00 debt 
and during most of 1946 it would have taken only 50 to 60 bushels er 
if it were hogs you were selling it would have taken eleven top hogs 
te pay off the $100.00 in 1932 and only two t~p hogs a few months ago. 
or if it were t obacco you were selling, it would have taken about 
six hundred pounds to pay off t he $100 in 1932 and only about 200 
pounds in 1946. 
Those of us who have our debts out of the way or have them to llhere 
we can handle them will be m lots better shape when farm prices begin 
to lower and there are some indication now that they may go lower. 
FARM FACTS: 
Near:cy- 750,000 f arm dwellings had to be abandoned during the war. 
Only about a sixth have bath and toilet, and fewer than that have 
central heating. - - U. S. Department of Agriculture report. 
JANUARY 27, 1947 
OVER ONE HUNDP..ED FARll PEOPLE ATTEND FENCE POST TREATING DEMONSTRATION: ~-
At the conclusion of the agricultural in:t:onna.tion meeting held at 
the gra.mma.r school in Conway last Thursday, January 2!l over one hun-
dred interested farmers remained for the practical demonstration 
given in treating green pine poles with chromated zinc chloride for 
fence post. The simple easy way of treating pine poles With zinc 
chloride was taken up step by step and the actual job of mixing the 
material and getting the pine poles ready to be treated 11as done. The 
process is short, simple and easy and the cost is not prohibitive. 
To treat a six inch post seven feet cost 12 to 15 cents. 
FARM OUTLOOK FOR 1947 GIVEN AT MEETING: 
The general fann outlook for 1947 was discussed at a county wide 
meeting held in Conway last Thursday. iiµ'. J. T. Lazar, District 
Agent for the Pee Dee District, led the discussion. Mr. Lazar 
pointed out that the overall farm outlook for this year was not 
quite so good as it was a year ago and that fann. people could reason-
abzy expect about twenty percent less income in 1947 than they had 
in 1946. Some of our cash crops, especially irish potatoes seem to be 
in a rather bad position £or 1947. A large supply of old potatoes 
and less demand 1rere the main obstacles. Tobacco, cotton, soybeans, 
peanuts, poultry and ho ·s seem to be in a very favorable position. 
Government support prices will keep these commodities from declining 
toQ drastically Mr. Lazar pointed out. 
175 people were present for the meeting. 
IMMEDIATE FAW JOBS: 
1. Take delivery on fertilizer. 
2. Get lespedeza seed for hay crop. 
3. Secure good seed sweet potatoes. 
4. Get the new pel1!)anent pasture land ready to sow and get seed. 
5. .Prtme peach trees and grape vines. 
6. Apply lime sulphur spray winter strength to the peach trees. 
7. Mrange to treat garden and field seed before planting. 
8. Arrange to dust tobacco plant beds for blue mold with Ferma.te 
dust or treat with Parabacco. 
9,. Make needed repairs on farm tools. 
PROPER SPACING FOR IRISH !'OTA.TOES: 
A considerable amount of work bas been done at the Clemson College 
Truck Experiment Station at Charleston mi spacing Irish Potatoes. 
Here is what these folks have to say about spacing potatoes: 
11'Eo find out i.f a closer spacing in 40-inch rows would be profital:il.e 
the Truck Experiment Station, Charleston, conducted an experiment in 
which Katahdin seed pieces ,arere spaced 6, 9 and 12 inches apart. 
The average yields indicated that the 6 inch spacing produced a 
significantly higher yield, 4250 pounds per acre more, than the 12 
inch spacing. The closer spacing required twice as much seed as 
the 12 ~nch spacing, and the cost of 100 pounds of seed is usually" 
about equal to the value of 200 pounds of the crop produced. In a 
dry season, plants at the closer spacing would no doubt suffer more , 
i'rom drought t~n would plants at the wider spacing, but in favorable 
seasons the increased yield would more than justify the additional 
cost of the close planting. 
- .... 
February 18, 194$ 
SPRING SOWN HAY: 
We have had quite a bit to say thru this colunm about lespedeza 
:ftor hay. Lespedeza has proven to be a good h~ crop aid it is a crop 
that you can sow now when the rush of the farm Drk is not on and 
the laboD cost of sowing it is considerably cheaper thai so1'ing cow 
peas. 
Enough laspedeza to sow an acre will cost approximately $7.00, while 
enough peas to sow an acre will cost between $5.oo and $6.oo but the 
total cost of seed and getting them sowed will be considerably cheai;er 
in the case of lespedeza and the yield of hay should be just as hea"VY 
and the quality of hay much better. February will sonn be gone and 
it is the best month to sow lespedeza. 
PERMANENT PASTURE REMINDER: 
The time of sowing a permanent pasture in 1947 is slipping by fast. 
G8 t yours in during February if at all possible. Pastures sown in 
March are better than not sowing them at all but a few weeks earlier 
sowing 111.11 pay good dividends. 
FERTILIZER FRUIT AND NUT TREES EARLY: 
H8 avy fall and winter rains have most likely leached part of 
the plant food from around the trees and if they bore a heavy crop 
last season, they need feeding. One fourth to one half pound of good 
fertilizer for each year old t.:.1e tree is should be sufficient. In 
the case of pecan, apply one pound for each year old the tree is up 
j}o thirty years of age. This fertilizer should be applied now. 
Broadcast the fertilizer as far out as the limbs spread but do not 
saw fertilizer around the base of the trees. 
GOEN GRAZING FOR POULTRY: 
Green grazing f or the laying hens and for the pullets to be kept 
for layers next fall will out down materially on the feed cost. 
Biloxi. beans CsoyJ sowed at the rate 0£ two bushels per acre in 
close rows about Apr i l first and then agan in early July will take 
the hend and pullets through the summer. This grazing crop is also 
rece:mmended for turkeys. This crop will stand bard grazing and the 
birds also eat the young beans. 
SWEET POTATO SEED TREATMENT: 
Before bedding potatoes or planting them in rows they should 
be treated against surface f orm diseases such as bitter rot am 
black rot. 
Two treatments are recommended, Mercnric Chloride and oridnary 
borax. Since Mercuric Chlor i de is a poison and more expensive than 
the borax, I am giving t he cheaper and simpler of the two: 
1. Dicard potatoes wi th wounds or decayed spots. 
2. Dip potatoes 10 minutes in borax solution (6 pounds to 
30 gallons of ,rater) Dissolve borax in hot water at rate 
of six pounds to five gallons of water. Then cool by adding to cold 
water. 
3. Bed the potatoes immediately after treatment. Donot rinse 
The borax solution need not be renewed. 
4. Discare. t he solution and start with a new one after treat-
ing f ifty bushels. 
5. A 16- ounce package ll in 5 gallons o:f water will treat up 
to 8 bushels at a cost of fifteen cents. 
llarch 171 1947 
BLUE MOLD ALREA.DY IN COUNTY: 
Even tho we haven't bad but very little of what we call blue 
mold weather and Tre don't have too many tobacco plants large enough 
to have blue mold on t hem., but blue mold has already made its appear-
ance in at least one spot that we lmow of in the county and there is 
no doubt of other occurances. Mr. Oliver Hardee of the Good Hope 
Community was :in our office l ast week and stated that blue mol.d had 
already burned a spot or two of plants on one bed.• Mr. Hardee' s 
plants are well advanced considering the seasons and the time of the 
year. Plants with l eaves t bree inches long are not uncommon on Mr. 
HardeEJs plant beds. 
FAT STOCK SHOO' AND SAIE: 
The annual pee Dee Fat stock Show and Sale will be held In 
Florence Thursday and Friday /April 17 and 18/ Horry County 4-H boys 
both white boys and colored boys, lli.11 exhibit fat calves at the showo 
These boys vd.11 exhibit f ifteen or twenty good calves at the show. 
Horry County f armer s i nterested in livestock are urged to attend the 
show. 
SWEET IOTATO BEDDING TIME. 
No time should be lost now in getting the sweet potatoes bedded 
for early sprout s . Sel ect a well drained location that is slightly 
sloping to t he south where the early morning sun will get to it; al.s:> 
select a spot that i s protected from the north and west winds. spot 
on the south side of the house or barn is good. Use good seed and 
treat t hem t o control surface born diseases. Seed treatment is good 
low cost insurance. 
BE REA.DY TO PROTECT TOBACCO PLANTS FROM BLUE MOLD 
Now that blue mold has made its appearance in the county and the 
tobacco plant situation is serious, No steps should be left 
untaken to have on hand the '1luipment and material to save the plants 
from blue mold. Fermate chst is saf'e and is effective if applied with 
a hand crank ban type duster. The dust may be applied right through 
the cover but be sure that every leaf is dusted. 
APRIL 14, 19 4 7 
E. M. HFA.RES WINS DISTRICT FOREST THINNING CONTEST: 
Information has just been received from w. J. Barker, Elttenaion 
rm Extension Forester, Clemson that the State Forest Thinning Con-
test Judges have declared Mr. E. M. Meares winner of the Florence 
District Flhrest Thinning Contest and a cash award of $12.5.oo. The 
Florence district is composed of sixteen counties in eastern South 
Carolina. Mr. Me~es, a prominent and prosperous farmer of the FJ.oyds 
Community became vitally interested in his young pine trees several 
years ago and he has practiced good forest farming every year since 
that time. On Mr. Meares 1,000 farm there are between four and 
five hundred acres of timbered land, a great deai of lilich is in 
young long leaf pines and these young pines are protected by miles 
of fire preaks out and maintained by labor ane equipment on the farm 
Ai'ter the timber is secure from fire, systematic thinning, pruning 
and under growthing is done, which leaves the woods in excellent 
growini; condition. There a.re on the Meares' farm well over a hundred 
acres of young long leaf pines that are so well kept that they took 
more like a picture you see in books than they do like a pine forest 
in reality. 
"I love my pines", is the way Mr. Meares has ~ressed it to me 
on several occasions and he has truly demonstrated that love for trees 
in the vrey- he has taken care of his own forest. 
Mr. Meares is to be congratulated en this fine achievement and 
we wish for him nany more happy years among his young grolfing pines. 
BE ICTND TO DUMB AliJ'lliAL 1JEEK: 
We have just observed "Be Kind To Dlmb Animal We~ am the 
thought occurred to me what a fine thing it would be if we would ever 
be mind.f'u.l of this wee c and be kind to dumb animals every week of the 
year. I have just run across these verses by Edgar A. Guest and they 
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so forcefully l eaves the obligation up to each of us that I think they 
need reprintingr 
"They cannot ask for kindness 
Nor for our mercy plead 
Yet crued is our blindness 
Which does not see their need. 
"World-over, tolVll and city, 
God trusts us with this task-
To give our love and pity 
to those who cannot ask." 
-5$1-
JUne 2., 1947 
t'ROI'ECT LIVESTOCK ?ROl FLIES WITH DDT 
At this season of the year flies cause livestodc., mainly work 
animals and milk cows ., unt ol d misery and suffering. These blood 
sucking insects not Ol'l¼' worry and m.rt the animals., they make the 
milk cow lo ss productive on the same amount of feed and they make 
the work stock less eff icient on even more feed. Only last week 
I saw a mule plowinb down by a swamp that was most eaten up by 1'l.:Je s. 
There mu.st have been t wenty five big horse rues biting the poor 
mu.le at one t i me and fromthe looks of the numerous spots of hay 
over t he poor animal s body wet down "ffi th blood more than a hundred 
such flies must have b~tt en t he animal that afternoon. I don't see 
how they stand i t . 2.5% of DDT in a water base will give good rerults 
when sprayed on t he animals . To make a 2.5% suspension from DDT S) 
percent wettabl e powder, add one pound to two and one-half gallons 
of water. 
BOLL WEEVIL CONTROL: 
tresquare poisoning with a mixture known as the one one one mix-
ture has given excellent r esults in helping cotton growers to make 
a good crop of cotton in spite of the boll weevil. Cne pound. of 
calcium arsenate ., one gallon of black strap or any kind of old 
molasses and one gallon uf water applied to the top of the cotton 
before t he f'lint "qua.res are f'ormed and every week or ten days 
thereafter unti l three applicajdons have been put on has given goal 
results. A mop made by wrtping a piece of' sack around a strip 
two or three inches wide makes a good tool for applying the poison 
f 
-59-
SM!LL GRA.IN CRO.r': 
¥ratty patches of golden grain dots the landscape all over 
the county', and most especially so in the upper half of the county 
where we .find small grain, either oats or wheat and lots of times 
both growing on the same farm. A f etr miles beyond Green Sea on the 
roa4 toward Nichols one can most visualize being in the grain 
country; there the patches of bright yellow grain most ready for the 
harvest laid out in rectangular form and boreered by fields of green 
corn and tobacco makes a most pleasing sight to look at. 
WHITE FACED CALVES IN mrrmE DUTCH CLOVER: 
Yeace and plenty would be a most betting title for slllX 
the scene in C. D. Blanton's pasture last week when we saw some 
fifteen or twenty head of white faced calves al.eng with their 
mothers leisurely grazing on l'hite Dutch Clever. That there was 
plenty of clover was evident as several of the calves lay stretched 
out in the clover as the other cattle moved slowly on eating only 
the choicest spots of clover as they came to them. Mr. Blanton 
is convinced that it pays to fertilize pasture just as it does 
any other crop and he is follow:Lng definite fertilizing practices 
on his pasture. 
GRAIN SORGHUMS: 
Grain sorghums have about the same feeding value as corn 
and they will grow and produce at a time of the year llhen corn will 
not. Grain sorghum planted the last of this month 1fill have plenty 
of time to mature be.fore frost. In fact, late June pl.anting is 
best according to the agronomist at Clemson. 
varieties recommended for this area are Ca.proch, PI.ainsmq. 
Mortin and Midland. These are the dwarf varieties. 
September B, 194f 
UNA.TTRACTIVE HIGH1lfAY SCENERY: 
Thoughtless and unappricativa would ba.rcicy- aescribe the motorist 
who dumped his garbage on the edge of one of the ma.in highways lead-
ing out of ConllJY• An unsightly heap of tin cans, paper bags, bread 
paper, pickle bottles and perhaps other items which were not readily 
±dentified while driving ·vrere scattered along the edge of the 
highway just off the hard surface. Suppose everybody used the higlrway 
for a garbage dump, wouldn't that he an awful sight? 
PUREBRED SIRES PIA CED IN THE COUNI'Y: 
Four purebred sires, two purebred mill:ing shorthorne bulls 
and two purebred Poland China boars were placed w.i. th four county 
farmers during August. This step toward better livestock in Horry 
County was begun Jhack in the fall of 1946 when Senator Frank Thompson 
expressed a desire to do something for the farmers of the county in 
the way of improving their livestock. The idea gained momentun all 
the way along and resulted in the county delegation issuing an 
authorization to purchase two purebred bulls and three purebred 
boars, one of the boars is to be placed later. These animals were 
placed with the farmer for the benefit of the community as a whole 
and the keepers of these animals vd.11 charge a nominal service fee 
for help taking care of the cost of kee~ing the animal. The bulls 
were placed with James Blanton of the Mt. Olive Crnnmnnity, aid 
Bennie Vereen at Burgess. The boars were placed with H. L. Davis 
of the High Point Community and D. M. Lupo of the ffi.ckory Grove 
Community. It is hoped that this kind of livestock program cai 
be expanded until it covers the entire county. 
TURNED SOIL: 
I do~'t think that I have ever seen as many tobacco fields 
plowador disced up in Aughst as I have seen this year. Gnnrers are 
getting wise to the f a ct that it pqs to turn tobacco fields early 
to heihp control diseases and insects. Lots of these new plewed 
fields "Will wear a coat of green this Winter which will also help 
to produce better t obacco next year, provided the green covering 
is a grain crop and not a l egui~e . 
cur LZSPEDEZi HAY WHEN READY: 
Lots of good lespedeza hay is list by late cutting. A ~ood 
way to determine when t he lespedeza is ready to cut is to en.miDe 
the plant and if the b ottom leaves have begun to shed the lespedeza 
is ready to cut. 
October 6, 1947 
KILL WEED SEIID ON T OBA.CCC BEDS: -~~--
Excellent results have been obtained in weed control on toba:c 
beds on numerous farms here in the county by applying Cyanamid in t 
the fall at the rate of one pound per square yard of plant bed. 
Work the plant bed up in the usual way then apply three fourths 
of the cyanamid and plow it in about fom:- inches def:tt level the 
bed and apply the other one fourth, rake it in shallow. Some 
growers apply the plant bed fertilizer when the cyanamid is applied. 
If the fertilizer is applied just before planting time rake in light 
to keep from turning up more weed seed. About the usual amount of 
fertilizer is sufficient vihere the cyan.amid is applied. A comb~ 
tion of one pound of uramon and one ha.l.f pound of cyanamid per 
square yard of bed seems to give better results than either of the 
materials applied along. This combination treatment controls big 
root as well as weeds, lfhichever is used., tm combination of the two 
materials or if the materials are used alone, it wb.ould be applied 
60 to 90 days beforo the seed are sown. 
Right now while there is plenty o:f moisture in the soil is a 
fine time to apply weed control materials. 
COUNTY FAIR: 
What we think to be a successful county fair has just come 
to a close. At any rate, it showed considerable improvement of the 
last fair. The 4-H club exhibits of corn, tobacco and pltatoes put 
on by Don A. Benton and his club boys was a great improvement over 
last year. It 1ras a good show, the amount of canned stuf'f fam 
exceded JJ!.st year's display. Lots more interest was also shown in 
all other departments. ~oodie Medlin and John Jordan's .Poland 
China's were just as good as aan be seen at the State Fair. I hope 
you .IIJ[X didn't miss seeing them. Thanks to the business people 
of the town for the excellent commercial booths and our hats are 
off to Red Hill aid Evergreen Schools for the fine school exh&bits 
that they put on. We need 25 such exhibits each year. 
nNTER LAVINS: 
Italian rye grass makes our best green winter lawns. If so\'lll 
anytime now for the next thirty days the grass will get a good start 
before the weather becomes too co1d and it will furnish a green 
covering all through the winter and onll into the ear J.y spring before 
· it heads out if it is kept mowed.. One pound of seed to 200 square 
feet of area should give a good covering. 
NEW MOWN HAY: 
With the return of clear skies and bright sunshine the smell 
of new mown hay literally fills the air over the entire county 
and the fields on most farms are dotted with stack of green new 
hay. The hay prospects have improved most one hundred percent in 
the past fifteen days. 
- 61;: 
OCTOBER 27, 194 7 
HEARING ON FLOOD CONTROL OClnBER 31 
Government engineers from the Charleston, s. c. Division Office 
will conduct a hearing at the Court House in Conway on Friday, Octitber 
31 at 11:00 A. M. on the ppssibilities of controlling flood waters 
in the Waccamaw River. Flood waters in the Waccamaw and Pee Dee Rivers 
do annually thousands of dollars wort h of damage i;o crops, livestock 
and property in H0 r ry County and flood years like 1939, 1943 and 
1945 the loss runs into hundreds of thousands of dollars. Industry 
along these rivers also tuffer heavy loss during flood periods. The 
proposed plan for eliminating flood water in the Waccamaw is to 
divert t he excess wat er to the .ocean by canal up near the North 
Carolina l ine t her eby sending the excess water over a speedy four 
mile trip rather thc11 over a long slow winding route of 98 miles 
to the ocean at Georgetown. Pract ical.17 every farmer in HoITY County 
is affected either directly or indirectly by U.od waters in these 
two rivers , because all the ditches, cc11als and streams in the county 
anter into one or the ot her of t hem. 
Come out to the hearing Friday and lets let them know that we 
need and want something done. 
FARM BUREAU: 
I can think of no good reason why farmers should not have a 
good wide awake working farm organization and on the other hand there 
are several good reasons lily they should have such an organizat ion. 
In this time of hurry and stir when most everybody is trying to 
profit at the other f ellows expense who is going to look after the 
farm interest if they don' t do it themselves_1 They can't do it 
individually., they must organi ze. I know of no group with f~ lesa 
pro:ppective members and far less productive power that is not already 
well arganized and operating to their own betterment. Farm people 
can, and must organize. Not to organize is simply forcing sl01V' but 
sure strangulation on ourselves by certain well organized groupso 
Orga.nil!le, join the Fann Bureau and sp:3 ak up for your r.i. ghts, not 
rites. Demand it and get it. 
The Farm Bureau has on a membership drive during the next ft 
two weeks, f'all in line m d do your bit. 
KEEP THE FA.BM SAFE FROM FIRES: 
unless there is greater vigil.a.nee against fires, farmers will 
/ than 
be harvesting moreJc'rops this year. 
I refer to the fire hazards that come with stored hay. Farmers 
worked hard all summer to fill their barns with grain and food. 
To have all this destroyed by a single fire, lasting perhaps a few 
hours, is sh.a.m.ef'ulo 
Farmers are urged to avoid such a calamity by taking all possible 
steps in fire prevent,ion and protection. •store and cure hay proJe rly 
Keep fJaromagle liquids away from barns and in closed containers. 
Keep all buildings free from rubbish and litter accumulati<ms. Keep 
a fire extinguisher handy and in W:>rking crder. Check all electrical 
wiring for damaged insulations. 
There is nothing prettier than a harvest moon, but it can look 
glooiey- indeed if it is blacked out by smoke and fire. You will have 
a safe winter if you are prepared. Don1 t let fire ruin it. 
{ 
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APPROXIl~TELY 1,000 PEOPLE ATTEND IABOR SAVING SHCWI: 
J.lmost a thousand people, a large percent of them f arm people, 
visit ed the Farm and Ho;ne I,a.bor saving Show in Conway last Friday. 
Interested peopl e sought out the part of the show that interested 
them most c11d large groups could be seen studying the exhibits and 
asking t he Clemson attendants questi ons. Nea .Prevost, the Bee 
Man, made the statement that more people questioned him about bees 
here in Horry County than had questioned h:iJn iln aey other tWQ counties. 
The farm machinery exhibit~ put on by local dealers had their share 
of the crowd all during the day. On display were John Deere, Ford 
and Farmall tractors with equipment for each;also exhibited were 
garden tractors, power lawn mowers; pulpwood saw and a lheel barrow 
sprayer vdt h a pr essure t21k att ached. A n:iost interesting home 
appliance exhibit was put on by the Ambrose Appliance Company. 
First prize for the beat home ma.de labor saving device was won 
by IIr. E. M. Meares who exhibited a sweet potato ~vine cutter; second 
prize went to L0 nwood Vaught for a home made stalk cutter; while 1:"ll:ird 
prize went to D. L. Martin for an Irish Potato ridger and hill :ma.Ji[er. 
The prizes were: 1st., a corn sheller donated by c. L. Smith Empli-
ment Company; 2nd., a one horse plow given by the Jerry Cox Company; 
and 3rd., a hunting coat given by Belk 1 s J1QD"B Dept. Store. 
Creating consider abl e i nter est was the guess contest on how 
many tobacco seed there are in ell ounce. LeoI cannon 1ll th a guess 
of i 450,000 was 15,720 short of the number of seed in a ounce 
but won the 6oOxl6 tire giYen by Palmetto Chevolet Company. Fifteen 
or more prizes donated by local business people were given away to 
the lucky one on the pasteboard disc drawn from the box by .l:"eggy 
.!:"age and a littl e boyo 
FOUR H CLUB BOYS AND FARMERS SHIP OVER &5,ooo.oo WORTH OF HOOS: 
At the conslusi on of the 4-H Fat Barrow Show at Homewood last 
week the 4-H club boys and l~a.1 farmers made a cooperative ship-
ment of hogs. Two cars, one hundred and six head in all weighed 
23235 pounds a1d sold for a ne:t total of 5,249.50. The forty .. 
four hogs f ed out by 4-H cl ub boys weighed 9,480 pounds and sold 
for $2,171.20. 
Top hogs weighing from 180 to 250 sold for $23.50 per hundred 
weight. A premiwn of 50¢ per hundred weight wa.s paid fer the 4-H 
club barrows and the champion barrow fed out by Robert Lambert 
sold for $33.00 per hundred weight. 
1948 TOBACCO AVRFAGE AIJ..OTMENT: 
Informati on has just been received .from the St,ate Production 
and Marketing Off ice in Columbia that the Secretary of A.griculture 
has proclaimed a 1948 National Marketing Quota for flue cured 
tobacco of 955 pounds . This vrill. resultI in an acreage reduction 
of about 28 percent on most farms the announcement stated. 
&MINS HAVE INJURED CROPJ. 
Almost continuous rains during the fall have caused considearable 
dalllage to crops, first the hay crop was cut short due to bay rotting 
in the fields and now reports are numeI'<!>us that the sweet potato 
erop,that is the undug portion., ia souring in the fields and some 
potato growers set the loss already at $200.ooo.oo and unless fair 
weather returns soon the undug potatoes will be a complete loss. 
Some injury has been reported to the corn crop but where the corn 
has not been blown dow.n and the ear s have tipped dOffll so as to 
shed the r ain no heavy dam.a&e will result. 
